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1 A COMPARISON OF THE ENGELFRIET AND 
SCHMIDT HIERARCHY WITH THE 
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL FOREST HIERARCHY 
Engelfriet and Schmidt defined a hierarchy of tree languages in j24,25] which 
contains the regular and the context-free tree languages as levels 0 and 1. This 
hierarchy is actually two hierarchies, the inside-out and the outside-in, and is an 
extension of the usual 2-dimensional trees over an 5-sorted alphabet S. Maibaum |43] 
first introduced this generalized approach to formal languages but he confused inside-
out and outside-in. The inside-out and outside-in modes of derivation were originally 
described by Fischer [27] for use with his macro grammars. The work of Engelfriet and 
Schmidt is an attempt to rectify the confusion of Maibaum by extending the general 
theory of equational subsets of an arbitrary algebra as originally developed by Mezei 
and Wright [47] and Thatcher and Wright [57]. This theory is further illuminated in 
Goguen et al. [34] where the authors show the existence of initial continuous algebras 
and use them to directly solve systems of regular equations. 
Baldwin [12] describes a hierarchy of forest languages. Levels 2 and 3 of this 
hierarchy correspond to the regular and inside-out context-free tree languages. The 
level 1 frontiers of the level 1, 2, and 3 forest languages correspond to the regular, 
context-free, and inside-out macro string languages. We have extended the outside-in 
languages in the same way that Baldwin extended the inside-out languages. 
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Section 1 of this chapter contains the definitions of trees over 5-sorted algebras 
and tree substitution. In section 2 of this chapter we describe the hierarchy of Engel-
friet and Schmidt. Section 3 contains a description of the Baldwin inside-out forest 
language hierarchy and the corresponding outside-in forest language hierarchy. We 
call this latter hierarchy the Baldwin-Schoenberger hierarchy. Finally in section 4 we 
show that the Engelfriet-Schmidt hierarchy is completely contained in the Baldwin-
Schoenberger hierarchy. 
1.1 Trees and Substitution 
By an S-sorted alphabet S, we mean a family of sets E = (S(ui,j))(w,?)e5*x5 for S 
a set of sorts.  If /  G then we say that /  is an operator of type {uj,s) with arity 
u and sort s.  For the 5-sorted alphabet E, the set of trees over S of sort s, Te,,, is 
defined to be the smallest set of strings over E U {(,)} such that: 
1- Q ÎE.âl 
2. if / 6 E(w,a>, ii E Tg.w,, then /(<i 6 Tr,,. 
Then we define the set of all  trees over E with sorts from S as U.,6S If L is 
a subset of T e, then we call it a S-tree language. 
Two functions of interest to us are the yield, or frontier function, and the depth 
function. The yj'eW function I/: Tg E' is defined recursively by: 
1. if < e E(a,,), then J/(<) = t;  
2. if /(<! E 7e, then J/(/(<i = l/(<i) • • * 1/(<| l.|)-
The depth function d:T^ M is defined recursively by: 
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1. if < 6 then d[t) = 1; 
2. if f{ti  • • • (|w|) 6 Te, then • • • <|w|)) = 1 + max{d{ti) | 1 < t < |w|}. 
If y = {Y,),ç^s is a family of disjoint sets of variables of sort s, we can define 
the family of trees over E with variables from K, ÎE(y), where S(V) is the S-sorted 
alphabet with = E(a,,) U Y, and for u 6 5'+. In other 
words, the variables from Y are treated as constants of sort 5 in the construction of 
the trees. Tz{y) will also be denoted by Tj^{Y). Let Xs = {%,,, | i > I and 5 6 5} 
be a set of "sorted" variables. For u) € 5", define |  1 < z < |w|}. X^ 
is the subset of Xs which describes u by specifying exactly those objects from S 
comprising u and their positions in w. Finally, define | w,- = s}. For 
example, if 5 ^ct, 6, c} then Xa6cc66 ^2,61 ^3,0 ^4,0 ^5,61 ^6,6^ and (•Xa6cc66)6 — 
{z2,6, X5,6> Zg,»}. So if we let Y, = (Xu), then Y = {Y,)a^s is a disjoint family of sets 
and we can obtain Te(Xu), the set of trees over S with variables from T's:{Xu), 
is then defined cis the set of trees over E of sort s with variables from X^. 
Using these variables, we define substitution of trees into a tree as follows; 
Definition 1 For uj,u e S' ,  t e 7z(Xw),, and <, e  Te(X^)u, , ,  then <[^i,. . . ,  <|uj|] 
denotes the result  of substituting for x,  in t .  
• 
Note that <[<1,... ,<|u,|] is in Tz{Xu), and that for w = A, <[<1,... ,<|w|] = <[] = /. The 
example below demonstrates the use of this definition with three simple trees. Notice 
that the tree being substituted into has two occurrences of the variable xi,j. 
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Example 1 Let S e {s}, S( a,,) = {6,c}, = {a}, = {d}, 
= {ii,„ X2 , , } ,  t  = rf(xi,a Xi, ,  X2,j)» h = o.{l}b),  and (g = a{cc),  then 
<[<,,<2] = rf(xi,, xi,, Z2,..)[o(6i'), a(cc)] 
= d(a(bb) a(bb) a(cc)) 
• 
For the substitution of sets of trees into a tree, there are two different definitions. 
These definitions reflect the two different strategies which may be followed if the tree 
being substituted into contains more than one occurrence of any variable (x^ Since 
the objects which replace the variables are now to be chosen from a set, the question 
is whether or not each x,,^, is to be replaced by the same tree. If we require that 
they be replaced by the same tree, then the substitution is called Inside-Out(10) 
substitution. On the other hand, if they may be replaced by different trees then it is 
called Outside-In (01) substitution. 
Definition 2 Let uj,u e S' ,  t  e Tj:{Xu),,  and Li Ç Tz{X^)^..  
The 10 Substitution 0/ Li,..., L\u\ into t ,  denoted by ty^ [L\, ,  L\^\),  is defined 
to be the tree language ... ,<|u;|] | << 6 Li for l<i< |w|}. 
The 01 Substitution of Li, . . . ,  L|u| into t ,  denoted by t  ^  {Li, . . . ,  L\^\),  is defined 
inductively as follows: 
1.  for t  G = {<}; 
2. for t  = Xj,„. ,  1  <  I <  |w| ,  t<^[Li, . . . ,L\^\) = L,;  
S. for t  = f[t] •••t\u\),  f  6 u 6 5+, <,• G (Z,,  L\^\) = 
{f{si •••5h) I 1 < î < kl, a, 6 (<,-^(L,,...,L|^|))}. 
• 
The following example shows that these two types of substitution are indeed different. 
Example 2 Let S = {5} ,  = {a}, X, = {xi,.,}, t  = 
and Li = {6, c}. 
Then the lO substitution of L\ into t  is {a(66), a(cc)} since each must be 
replaced by the same item from the set.  
The 01 substitution of Li into t  is {«(66), a(6c), a(cc),  a(cb)}, since each Xi,, 
may be replaced by a different i tem from the set.  
• 
Sets of trees can also be substituted into sets of trees. If L is a set of trees with 
variables from and Li,..., L|u,| are sets of trees with each tree from the set Li 
having sort w,-, then we can substitute Li,... ,L\u\ into L by substituting into each 
tree from L individually. Formally, we define the substitution of Li, . . . ,L|„|  into L 
as follows: 
Definition 3 Let ij j ,u E S ' ,  L  Ç Ts{Xu) ,  and LI  Ç 7s(X^)u.. 
The 10 Substitution of Li,. . . ,  into L, denoted by Ly^{L\. , . . . ,  is de­
fined to be the tree language 
The 01 Substitution of Li, . . . ,Li^i into L, denoted by L'^{L\, . . . ,  L\^\),  is de­
fined to be the tree language 
U (-^1'• • • '-^Iwl)) • 
tel  
• 
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Examples Let S = {5,u}, = {6,c}, 2(j.vu) = {a}, = {d}, = 
{^l,aj ®2,s}> ^us — ^2,a}> then 
{rf{a(xi., X2,,) xi.,), a(x2,, a:2,,)}^({6,c}, {c}) 
= {(i(a(xi,, 12,,) xi,,) ^  ({6, c}, {c}), a(x2,, X2,s) ^ {{b, c}, {c})} 
= {d(a(zi,, X2,,) xi,,)[c, c], d{a{xi^, zz,,) ri,J|6, c], 
a(z2,,  Z2,,)|c, c], a(x2,,  Z2,,)(6, c]} 
= {d{a{bc)b),  d{a[cc)c),  a{cc)} 
and 
{d(a(xi, ,  i2,.0 Zi,,), a{x2,, X2,,)}^({6,C}, {C}) 
= {d(a(xi,, X2,,)XI,,)^({6,C}, {c})}U{a(x2,, X2,,)-J^({6,C}, {C})} 
= [d{a{si Si) S3) I Si e xi,,^({b,c}, {c}), 52 6 X2,, ^  ({<>, c}, {c}), 
53 e xi,a^({6,c}, {c})} 
U {a(si az) I Si € xj , ,-^ ({b,c}, {c}), 52 G X2 ,s^({b,c}, {c})) 
= {d{a(si S2) S3) I 5i e {6,c}, 52 e {c}, S3 6 {6,c}} 
U {®(^l ^2) I 5i € {c},S2 e {c}} 
= {d(a(bc)b),  d(a(bc)c),  d(a(cc)c),  d(a(cc)b),  a(cc)} .  
• 
Note that if each L,- has only one item in it, then (Li,..., Z/|^^j) is the same 
as (Li,..., Ljujj) since, if a variable occurs more than once in a tree in L, then 
all occurrences of a given variable will be replaced by the same tree. The following 
example illustrates that 10 substitution is not associative while OI substitution is. 
Example 4 5 = {5} ,  S(a,,) = {6,c}, = {a}, X„ = I2,,}.  Then the 10 
substitution gives: 
(aK, X2,,)^({a:i,J, {ii.J)) ^ ({^c}) 
= {a(ii,, xi,,)}^({6,c}) 
= {a{bb), a(cc)} 
while 
a{xi,,X2,,) ^ ({zi,,} ^  ({6, c}), {n,,} ^  ({6, c})) 
= {o.{bb), a{bc),  a(cc), a{cb)} 
and the OI substitution gives: 
(a(a;i,,X2,5)^({a;M}, {xi.J)) ^ ({^c}) 
= {0(5162) I -si  e  (a:i , ,^{6,c}),52 6 (xi, ,^{6,c})} 
= {a(bb), a(6c), a(cc), a(c6)} 
while 
a(a:i,, X2..,) ^ ({a^i..'}^({^c}),{ii,,}^({6,c})) 
= a(x,., X2,,)^{{6,C},{6,C}) 
= {a(66), a{6c), a(cc), a(c6)} 
• 
If we require that each appears only once in each tree of L, 10 substitution is 
associative. In fact, under this condition 10 substitution is equal to OI substitution. 
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1.2 Algebras for Tree Languages 
In this section we describe the role of Z-algebras in the hierarchy of Engelfriet 
and Schmidt [24,25]. They give both equational and fixed-point characterizations for 
the lO and 01 language hierarchies and show that these two characterizations are 
equivalent. We are interested in the fixed point characterization so in this section we 
describe that characterization. Finally, the language hierarchies are defined in terms 
of least fixed points of a function over certain algebras called substitution algebras. 
1.2.1 E-algebras and D(Z)-aIgebras 
A S-algebra A consists of a family (>!;,).,gs of sets called the carriers of A with A, 
the carrier of sort s 6 5, together with an operator of type (w,g), for each {u,s) G 
S' X S and each /  € that is,  /A is a function such that /A ' -A^h X • •  •  ^ 
A,. The operators of type (A, 5) are called constants of sort s: that is, 6 
A,. A E-algebra A is nondeterministic if at least one is a relation rather than 
a function. Engelfriet and Schmidt use nondeterministic E-algebreis to construct 
substitution algebras for their hierarchy. 
The set, Te, of trees over the alphabet E, as defined in the previous section, forms 
a E-algebra T with carriers and the following operations: 
1. for / 6 /r = / E Te,.,; 
2. for / G ti G TE,w,, G T e,.,. 
For two E-algebras A, B we may have a T.-homomorphism h: A B which is a 
family of mappings /i,: /I, —> J5., satisfying the following two conditions; 
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1. if / 6 then /i,(//t) = fa] 
2. if y G , and Qj G j4uj. , then hf{^f^ (oi » • • • > û|u|)) — fg (oi j,..., ^ uj^i (®|u)|))• 
If y = {Y ,)fÇ.s is a family of disjoint sets, then Tz{Y) formed as in Section 1.1 is 
the absolutely free H-algebra generated by Y. It can be shown that if v4 is a E-algebra 
and h = (/i.Ooes is a family of functions such that h,:Yf —> A,, then there is a unique 
S-homomorphism h: Tz{Y) -+ A such that h{y) = h{y) for all y G Y^ and all 5 £ S. If 
Xs and such that E(uj,j) 7^ 0 are as defined in Section 1.1, then (7z(%w)a)(w,a)Gg'xs 
is the absolutely free S-Algebra generated by Xs- For simplicity, we will use Te(X) 
to denote this algebra. 
Given 5, a set of sorts, and S = (S(uj,.i))jesi an S'-sorted alphabet, the derived 
[S' X S)-sorted alphabet of E, denoted by D[T,) is obtained from S as follows: 
Definition 4 The symbols m £>{S) have types from {S' xS)'  x{S' xS).  The elements 
of D{I1) are: 
1.  for /  E ; f  
2.  for each w e 5"'" such that S(u,s) 7^ 0 and each i ,  1 < i  < |w|, tt" is in 
3. for each u!,u G S'  such that ^ 0, 7^ 0, and s 6 5, is in 
• 
The derived alphabet of order n, (Z?"(S)), is defined by JD°(E) = E, = 
D(D"(E)). 
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Using £>(£) we can form the set, Tdij :)-, of trees over the alphabet Z?(E). And 
if Y — {Yg)gç^S'xS is a disjoint family of sets, we can form Td[j:){Y), the set of trees 
o v e r  D ( E )  w i t h  v a r i a b l e s  f r o m  Y ,  t h e  a b s o l u t e l y  f r e e  D ( 2 ) - a l g e b r a  g e n e r a t e d  b y  Y .  
If we let ATs-xs = | * > 1 and {uj,s) E S' x S and E(w,j> 7^ 0}, then we can 
form Xc7 = {z,,3, I 1 < |w|} for w G (S' x 5)', and (Xc)^ = {r,,,,, | ca, = g}. Then, 
as in Section 1.1 we can form 7z)(e)(-Yc7)(>i the set of trees over D(E) with variables 
from ATct of type g. This process can be iterated for each n to form the hierarchy of 
£)"(E)-algebras Td"[t:){X). 
Associated with 7e(X) is the tree substitution D{T.)-algebra .4, constructed by 
D[Tt,{X)), and denoted by DTX,[X). The carrier of sort (w,s) is and the 
operators are given by: 
1. if a G Z?(E)(A,(w,i)), then a is either an /, or a irf  in which case s = w,-, 
(a) for a = f,aA = /(ii.w. • • •  
(b) for a = ir'^,  aA = s.-.u,; 
2. if a = Cu^i/^3 G {"!«))> then (i) - - -, ^ |w|) ~ , (|wii 
the result  of substituting each (,  for in t .  
The unique £>(E)-homomorphism 7d( e) —* DT^{X)  is called YIELD.  
YIELD:Td{^) —> DTj:[X) is defined recursively by: 
1. Y I E L D ( f )  = for f  6  
2. YIELD{-K'^)  =  z,,w, for - Ï ÏF 6 D(E)(A,(w,w,)>; and 
3. = YIELD{t)[YIELD{t^), . . . ,YIELD{t\^{)\  
for E J 
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The YIELD function takes an object from 7ij(2) and produces an object in 
DTz{X) by substituting for the variables on the frontier. The y function from Sec­
tion 1.1 takes an object from Ts and produces objects in E". If we consider the right 
end of a string to be the frontier, then we see that y also makes substitutions on the 
frontier. No variables are necessary in this case because there is only one position on 
the frontier of the strings. The example which follows takes the YIELD of a tree from 
^D(E) and then takes the frontier, I/, of that tree. 
Example 5 = {?}> = 
TT;' , TTj }, Z?(S)((A,."),{A,j)> = = {c.-iA.c}, 
- {c,.,.,}, Z?(S)((,,,= {c„„,,,}. Then we compute the YIELD of the 
derived tree below to get the tree: 
YIELD 
YIELD YIELD 
YIELD YIELD 
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= YIELD{g) \  YIELD[7:{') ,  YIELD{ t t{ ' ) ]  ( YIELD[g) [ YIELD[n{'),  YIELD[ t î{ ' ) ] \  [a 
1^1,f I a 
and the frontier of this tree is the string here computed: 
y{g[g{aa) g{aa))) = y[g{aa) g{aa)) 
= y (aa) y (aa) 
= aaaa 
• 
1.2.2 Continuous S-algebras 
Given a partially ordered set A with partial order Ç and minimal element 1, we 
say that Ai Ç ^4 is directed if any two elements of A\ have an upper bound in .4i. 
If every subset of A has a least upper upper bound (U) in A, then A is [^-complete 
and if every directed subset of A has a least upper bound in A then A is A-complete. 
A function f: A -* B where B is another partially ordered set is |J(^)-coM<mwous if 
/(U-^I) = FOR all subsets (all directed subsets) of A for which (J exists. 
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If each carrier of a E-algebra ^4 is lJ('^)-compIete and its operations are U(^)-
continuous in each of their arguments, then A is called a E-algebra, 
In any [J-continuous S-algebra A, -L,ot+i, • • . ,«») =-L. 
A U-continuous deterministic S-algebra can be constructed from a nondeterniin-
istic E-algebra A. This algebra is called the subset algebra of A. The carrier of sort 5 is 
P { ^ A f ^  a n d  f o r  f  G  A i  G  ^ ~  U { ( o i , . . .  |  o ,  E  
Ai for 1 < z < |w|}. Taking LI as set union and Ç to be Ç, P{A) forms a |J-continuous 
S-algebra. Engelfriet and Schmidt give the following facts as Lemmas and Theorems 
about subset algebras. 
1. For each nondeterministic E-algebra A, P[A) is a Li-continuous E-algebra. 
2. Let A be a S-algebra and B a LI-continuous E-algebra with h: A B a. 
S-homomorphism, then h is uniquely extendible to a Ll-continuous 
S-homomorphism from P{A) to B. 
3. P{T^) is free in the Ll-continuous S-algebras with Ll-continuous 
S-homomorphisms. 
4. For w 6 S"*", P(7 e(Xu,)) is the free U-continuous E-algebra with generators X^. 
For a E-algebra A with derived alphabet D(E), we can define the D(E)-algebra 
of functions over A. This algebra, denoted by T{A), has as carriers of sort {oj,S} the 
set of all functions .4^;, x ••• -> Aa with operations for each / G f is 
A; is the ith projection function; and =7° (/w,, • • •,/w,,,) 
for / 6 (w,5), and € {u,ui), the usual composition of functions. The unique 
Z?(E)-homomorphism DT^{X) —> J{A) is called dtropA, and it associates with each 
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t  € 7s(Xw)a the derived operation ••• -> A,  by . - - ,0w|^|) = 
âu{t),  where âu:Tz{X^), —> A,  is the unique E-homomorphism such that âw(z,,w,) = 
Cu,.. y can be iterated to form the Z?"(II)-algebra T"{A). If /l is a A-continuous S-
algebra with Li-complete carriers, then 7a{A) denotes 7(A). Each carrier is ordered 
in the usual way: / Ç g if and only if /(a^,,... Ç for all 
Ow, E /Iw,. ^^[A)  is also a A-continuous D"(I])-algebra with jj-complete carriers. 
Given a [J-continuous E-algebra A, any tree language L Ç can be interpreted 
as the derived operation, A^^ x • • • x —» A,, denoted by La with .. ,a|w|) = 
, 0|w|) where Ia is the derived operation given above. 
1.2.3 Context-free tree grammars 
An S-sorted context-free tree grammar is a quadruple G = (E, J, P, Fi), where 
S and 7 are disjoint finite 5-sorted alphabets, Fi E and P is a finite set of 
productions of the form F(xi,uj, • • • a:|w|,w|^|) r, where F e r 6 w 6 
5', and s e 5. For each F G 7(u<,s)» we define rhs{F) = {r |  f - •  • ,a:|w|,u|„|) 
T 6 P}. For 7 = {Fi, . . . ,  F„} we define iV and is to be i/  and 5 such that F^ 6 7{i, ,s)-
The fixed point characterization of the tree language defined by the context-free 
tree grammars lifts the right hand sides of the productions into the set of derived 
Z-algebras. Engelfriet and Schmidt [24,25] show how to obtain the tree languages 
associated with each nonterminal of the grammar by solving for the fixed point of a 
mapping from the powerset of the subset algebra associated with each nonterminal to 
that same algebra. 
The function COMB is used to lift the right hand sides of the productions from 
7su7(-^iv) i.- to Tdczu7)- comb is defined recursively as follows: 
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Definition 5 COMB'^\Tt,[Xv) -^Td(z) by: 
1. COMB^{xi,^.) = Trf; 
S. COMBlif) = CA,for f 6 
S. COMB^{f{tu.. . , t \u.\)) = c,.^, ,(/COMB^(t,) .- .COMB^(fH)),  for f  € 2(w,,).  
• 
The subset algebra P{T^uT{Xii^)i)) is associated with each nonterminal, F,, of 
the grammar. Each of these algebras is a A-continuous E-algebra with U-complete 
carriers so the cartesian product n"=i P{TT:u7iXiu)if) with component-wise Ç as the 
ordering and (0,... ,0) = 1 as the minimal element is a jj-complete poset. 
With a grammar G = (E, J, P, Fi),  we associate two mappings Mojo and MG,OI  
such that MG,io(oi)-Y[^=iP{Tx.[Xiu)i,) HILi These mappings will 
correspond to the Inside-out and Outside-in derivations in the grammars. Ma,io{oi) 
is defined as follows: 
Definition 6 First define Moi{o):W"-i P{T^{Xiv)if)  P{Ti:{Xii,)i ,)  and similarly 
Mio such that for all  (6; , . . .  ,6„) = b € 0,"=! all a € 
1. If  o = ae D(Z)(A,then Moi{o){h) = a(i,>. • • •  X| h, i. | , . |)/  
2.  If  o = Fi G 7{iv,is),  = îV, 5 = is,  then Moi{o){h) = b,-; 
3. If  o = TrK e D{T.)i^x,{i , ,ui)),  then Moi{a){h) = i,>.; 
4'  U  ^  ~  (7I  ^UI ,U,S  G  ^  ^  TD(E)  > 
< i^ É then 
Moi{o){h) = Moi{o')(h)  ^  (Mo/(a,)(b),..., Mo/(CT|aj|)(b)). 
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Moi[(y) is extended to sets,  R, by Mo]{R){h) = Ua6H(-^o;(o')(b)). Finally Ma,oi{^) = 
(Mo/(i2i)(b),...,Mo/(i2n)(b)) where Ri = COMBf^^{rhsiFi)).  
• 
Engelfriet and Schmidt show that the power set is A-continuous with [J-complete 
carriers and apply the fixed point theorem to get the minimal fixed point of Mo,io(oi) 
equal to denoted by |G/o(o/)|- Mjo{oi){Fi){\Gio{oi)\) is then the 
subset of Ti;{X) associated with the nonterminal Fi in the context-free tree grammar 
G. Given an alphabet S, the Engelfriet-Schmidt hierarchy of languages on E is 
those languages derived from grammars of the form G = (D"(E), J, F, Fi). The 
language L is IO[n) if L = Mio{Fx){\Gjo\) for some context free tree grammar 
G = (Z>"(E),/, F, Fi). The language L is OI[n) if L = Moi{Fi){\Goi\) for some 
context free tree grammar G = (F>"(E),F, Fi). 
Engelfriet and Schmidt established the following relationships between their tree 
hierarchy and the already known hierarchy. 
1. 0/(0) = /0(0)= the recognizable tree languages; 
2. 0/(1) = 01 tree languages; 
3. /0(1) = 10 tree languages; 
4. For all n > 0, L 6 10{n) implies L G /0(n+ 1), the same is true for 01 as well. 
They prove the following theorem which relates the tree languages of Engelfriet-
Schmidt hierarchy to the string languages defined by their yields. 
Theorem 1 (Engelfriet and Schmidt) Let S be an S-sorted alphabet,  A a E-algebra, 
h/i  the H-homomorphism Is —• A. For any s G S and n > 0, a subset Af is 10{n) 
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i f  and only if  i t  is the image under o YIELD'^ of a recognisable tree language 
in 7D"(2),(„(,).  In particular, a tree language over S is IO[n) if  and only if  i t  is 
YIELD'^{L) for some recognizable tree language L over £)"(S) (of appropriate sort).  
• 
Example 6 G = (E, J,P,Fi) where = {0,6}, = {/}, /(a,..) = {^1,^3}, 
= {F2} and P is the set of productions |F i  -> Fjfxi, ,)  — /(xi, . , .  Xi, ,) ,  
•fa —* a, fg —+ . 
Then the D(E) productions are: 
COMBl [ T h s [F^)) = {c,,a,,( F2 C, ,a, ,( F3))} 
C0Mgj:(rk6(f2)) = 
C0MBf{rhs{F3)) = {cA,A, j (a),  ca, a, j(&)} 
The inside-out and outside-in languages defined by the grammer are: 
Mg, /o( J - )  =  {MIO{{C , ,XAF2  CA.A,a(F3))})(l), 
M/o({c„,,,,(/7ri'7ri')})(l), M/O({CA,A,5{O), CA,A,.(«')})(1)) 
so 
•^g,/O(-L) — 
= (0, XiJ}, {a, 6}) 
^G,ioU) = {{fiaa)j{bb),},{f(xi, ,xi^,)},{a,b}) 
and 
= {Moj{{c,,X,!,{F2 Ca,a,.4-^3))})(-!-), 
Mo/({cA.A.,W, CA,A,.,(&)})(!)) 
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so 
— -L 
= (0, %!,,)}, {0,6}) 
{0,6}) 
• 
1.3 n-Dimensional Forests, Grammars, and Derivations 
Baldwin [12] generalized the concepts of tree grammars and the frontier func­
tion (]/) to define an entire hierarchy of tree and forest languages that he called the 
Hypertree Hierarchy. We call this hierarchy the n-dimensional forest hierarchy. He 
used the grammars to generate regular n-dimensional forests. Applying the frontier 
function on the forest language generated by a specific n-dimensional grammar pro­
duces an (n — l)-dimensional language. Each successive application of the frontier 
function produces another language of dimension 1 less than before. Halting this 
process at dimension 1 results in a string language, since dimension 1 of the hier­
archy corresponds to strings. Of particular interest are the results, from [12], that 
the 1-dimensional frontier of a 2-dimensional regular language is a context-free string 
language, and the 1-dimensional frontier of a 3-dimensional regular language is an 10 
Macro language[27]. 
These results together with Theorem 1 imply that the string languages of En-
gelfriet and Schmidt, 70(0), correspond to the string languages defined be the 2-
dimensional forest languages and the string languages defined by the JO tree lan­
guages of Engelfreit and Schmidt 10(1) correspond to the string languages defined by 
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the 3-dimensional forest languages . We will show that these results generalize to con­
tainment for the languages of higher level and give a definition of 01 n-dimensional 
languages for which similar results are true. 
1.3.1 n-Dimensional trees and forests 
As mentioned earlier, Baldwin [12] generalized the concept of tree grammars and 
the frontier function (1/) and defined hierarchy of tree and forest languages. The trees 
form a hierarchy of structures, /fi(Il),//'2(S),..., along with Ho{E) = E, called the 
n-dimensional trees over E. 
Definition 7 The n-dimensional trees over E, for n >0 are the smallest sets 
that satisfy 
Hn{^) = S for n = 0 
F„(S) = EUE[„ ^„_i(/^„(E)) ] forn>0 
• 
The bracketed expression (i/n(E)) can be expanded to get: 
/r„_i(//„(E)) = ^„(E)U^„(E)[„ /^„_2(F„_a(/r„(E))) ]. 
Continued expansion of Hn-2(Hn-i{Hni^))) yields an expression containing 
• • Hn[T.) • • •)). The expression, Hk[' • • Hn[T,) • • •) for 1 < A: < n, denotes the 
n-dimensional forests of degree k and will be represented by H^{T,). In the sequel, 
when E is fixed by context we will write /f* instead of /f*(E). We also consider the 
bracketed expressions to be optional so the expression for fz-dimensional trees over 
E for n > 0 becomes //„ — E(„ ]. Now extend the definition of n-dimensional 
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forests of degree k to include k = 0 and A: = n + 1 as follows: for A: = 0, note that 
H° = Ho{H|^) = H\ and, for A: = n +1, define = S. Then for 1 < A: < n expand 
Hjl by the definition to get 
= Ht'\, H„'-' I 
which expands to 
= I"-Lf,'"' I-
Since the bracketed expressions are optional, given t = a[„ ]•••[«, i ^ 
a G E. ti € any one of the may not be present. If this occurs, we use (, = 0 
to express this fact. 
For T = {Tk)i<k<n, a family of disjoint sets of variables, we define the set of 
n-dimensional trees with variables from T as follows: 
Definition 8 The n-dimensional trees /f„{E,T) over S with variables from T for 
n > 0 are the smallest sets that satisfy 
Hn{T.,T) = E forn = 0 
=  E u r „ U E [ , .  ]  f o r n > 0 .  
• 
We generalize this definition to n-dimensional forests of degree k with variables from T. 
Considering the bracketed expressions to be optional, first expand /fn_i(/f„(E,T'), T) 
as we did above to get: 
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This can be expanded until it contains the expression T) • • •, T), T). 
As before, we use to denote Hk{Hk+i{-  • •  Hn{^,T) • •  •  ,T) ,T)  and when S 
and T are understood we use //*. So we have Hn = Tn E[„ ], for n > 0, 
and in addition we define = E. 
Now expand to get 
Using //* for //*(E,T), we get the expression below for the ^-dimensional forests of 
degree k with variables from T. 
= E|„ wr' fn'-' I 
U r.L, 
U r„_,u I 
U TmL Hf 1 
u n 
From this, it can be shown that Ç Hl^ for / < k, and Hj' Ç for I < n. 
If we agree that Tn+\ = E, can be further simplified to: 
n+l 
h'  = UÎ;|.-. -ffn-'l-'-Lffn'-'l-
i = k  
Notice that a variable x 6 T* can only precede a left bracket ( [ ) whose subscript is 
less than k or precede a right bracket ( ] ). In this case, we say that x is on the Ar"" 
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frontier. 
1.3.2 The n-ary tree representation for n-dlmensional forests of degree k 
and the depth function 
For the examples and illustrations in this text, we will use a representation of 
the n-dimensional forests that derives from their representation by n-ary trees. This 
is a generalization of the well known representation of the usual ordered trees, 7^, in 
Section 1.1 by binary trees. Given a forest <i •••<„ of trees from Js, the binary tree 
representation, FB(<i of this forest is given by: 
FB(<i ••*<«)= " 
A if n. = 0; 
a(FB(<n • • • tim) FB(f2 • • * if = a(^n • • • iim)-
This generalizes to t E by nFB which takes /f* to the set of n-ary trees by: 
nFB(<) = 
if ( = 0; 
a(nFB(i„) nFB(i„_i) • • • nFB(<jfe)A*~') if t = a[„ tk  
Using this representation, the forest 
fflo +1= 4: 4{i ^2[i 11= 4i +I2 N. cL Z; I I IL 
in i/|(E,X) with Xk = {x^ | p 6 - 1}'}, and X = has 3-ary 
representation: 
g(+(Ar^(AA * (Ax^(AAi^(AAxJ))A))A)a(AA + (A6(AAc(AAi^))xJ))A) 
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ff-3 2 
I I 
4—2 o— 1 
I, I 
1^1 +-2 1 
I I I, 
•-2 6-1 xi 
I, I 
L ' t  x^l 
Figure 1.1: Pictorial Representation of a Forest 
From all this, we get a pictorial representation. The rule is: for the forest t = 
o|„ L ) " - L (t i E nFB(<) = a(nFB(f„) • • • nFB(<A)A''"^) is an n-ary tree whose 
pictorial representation is: j j We leave out the numbers for the 
nFB(f„) nFB(<jfc) 
missing subtrees. The pictorial representation for the above forest is in Figure 1.1. 
There is also a depth function associated with these forests. 
Definition 9 For t € H^{Ti,T): 
d e p t h [ t )  =  
0 < = 0 
1 + m a x  { d e p t h { t „ ) , . . .  , d e p t h { t k ) ]  t  =  a[„ ] . . .  [ ^  it )  A  a G  E U  T 
• 
The depth of the tree in Figure 1.1 is 7. 
1.3.3 Paths in n-dimensional forests 
The set .Y = where Xk = {x^ | /? G {1,..., fc — 1}'} will be used later 
by the substitution operation on n-dimensional forests. The p associated with each 
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/ f 
X 
Figure 1.2: Substitution of a Set into a Forest 
variable, G X k ,  is called a p a t h .  For each forest, t ,  there is a set of legal paths 
denoted by shape[t). For any and t E Hi we say that p G treeshape(t), if the tree 
whose root is at the "end of the path" p is in H^. We use {t)^ to denote this tree in 
t. More formally, we define {t)^ as follows: 
Definition 10 I f  t  -  a[„ tr> ]  •  •  •  [ *  i k  ]  €  H ^ ,  a n d  p  E  {l,... ,n - 1}' t h e n  
^  0  A  p  =  j p '  
• 
Example 7 Let f = x^li ®li ] 1 1 ^ {f)^! - a, (^nd both (/), and 
(/)2ji are errors. (/)j is an error since * does not have a 1 subtree, and (/)2ii is 
(a(n L |-"L (t = { a[„ 1 p = A A a e £ U Ar„ U X„+i 
error p ^ treeshape(t) 
an error since Zj is not in Hi- See Figure 1.2 for the pictorial representation of the 
forest in this example. 
• 
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/i = d-
x5 
A = a— 
—1 
•} 
/] "*= /z — d—^ 
a-2 , 
'"1 1 
i_l a-^ 1 
xj 6—1 C —1 
Figure 1.3: Substitution of a Forest into a Forest 
1.3.4 n-Dimensional forest substitution 
The substitution of one n-dimensional forest into another is a generalization of 
the definition given in Section 1.1. 
Definition 11 For n,k,k' E M, fi G and /% € H!^, f\ <= denotes the result of 
s u b s t i t u t i n g  [ f z ) ^  f o r  e a c h  i n  / % .  
• 
Figure 1.3 is an illustration of this. Note that [fi)^ may not be defined. If so, 
the substitution is not defined. 
For /i 6 and Ç we define the substitution of the set Lj into the 
forest /i by: 
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Definition 12 Let /, E //*, Z/2 Ç 
The 10 substitution of Lz into fi, denoted by L2, is defined to be the forest 
l a n g u a g e :  { A  < =  / z  |  A  €  I 2 } .  
The 01 substitution of 2% into fx, denoted by is defined recursively by: 
1- I! h = <L.-. (n-i i'"L (t I then, 
/l ^  ^2 = {(/2)p "Sn-l I • • • [/t -St I I /z G 1,2, Si e ti^ L2} 
2. If fi = a(„ 1 • • • [* ^* 1 
/l ^  ^2 = {&L, «n 1 • • • [t 1 I G (' ^  ^2} 
• 
Figure 1.4 illustrates that these two concepts are in fact different. 
Finally, for two forest languages we define the substitution of one into the other. 
Definition 13 Let Li Ç and L2 Ç Hj^'. 
The 10 substitution of L2 into Li, denoted by is defined to be the set 
U/,ei,(/i^-^2). 
The 01 substitution of L2 into Li, denoted by is defined to be the set 
U/,ez.,(/i^-i'2)-
• 
Figure 1.5 shows the difference between lO and 01 substitution for sets. 
The correspondence between forest substitution and ordinary tree substitution 
as defined in Section 1.1 can be seen by considering the forest X2 as a structure which 
holds the individual objects from the sets of trees Li,..., L\u\ of tree substitution 
and replacing by Under this correspondence, ..., (|w|j becomes t 
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{ a—^ ' a—I ) a—| 
6—I b—I c—I 
'"l ""I, 
c — 
' } 
'"I 
I '"I 
x.  
Figure 1.4: Substitution of a Set into a Forest 
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a —  
I—I, 
rA_ 
1. "^1, 
4—I 
zj 
X2~| 
1/2 = {6—I , c—I } 
"i  
lo ^2 = 1 d— { - '^  , d -
—I 
I 
c— 
c— 
a— 
•?—I 
I 
c—] ij 
Î > 
i, «=ij = (j—^ ^ , 
"-Î—Î —f 
'"I '"i '~f "~l, 
-| C—J Xj c—1 
c'—^ ,d—I ,a—I } 
—I "-f—f 
C _ J  c-| c-| 6-1 
c—1 1, "• f, 
c— I 
Figure 1.5: Substitution of a Set into a Set 
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((o—I 4= a—I ) •<= ft) = (a—I -*= &) = a—| 
^ t "-i "-I 
x3-
while 
—1 <= (a—1 <= 6)) is not defined 
3:}-1 
Figure 1.6: Nonassociativity of Substitution in General 
^iL •••[• (|w| ]••• lK«;o'^;)(^i.---.-f'hl)becomes<^^<^^j{i,l, hi, •••[, (|w| | '" ]| I 
ti € Li} and, ..., Lj^j) becomes <2[, -"(i (|w| I ' " ] ] I G L,}. 
If no errors are encountered in the search operation, both types of substitution are 
cissociative. Figure 1.6 illustrates the fact that substitution is not associative when an 
error is encountered in a search operation. If no error is encountered, Of substitution 
is associative as with the traditional trees. In the /O case associativity comes from 
the fact that the trees used in the substitutions are held together in forests. 
Lemma 1 for fx 6 h^,  l i  Ç Hjl', and L3 Ç h^' ,  if both fij^L^ and have 
no errors, then fij^ {L2j^ L3) = {fiy^L2)y^ L3. 
Proof : 
7o = {/i <= / I / e (^2^i^3)) 
= { f \  <= Ï  \ f  
- {/i "^ / I /  ^  {/z <= A I /s G Lz}} 
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=  { / i  { f i  f a )  I  / g  €  Z / g  / s  E  L s }  
— {(/i "*= fi) /s 1 /2 S I«2 A /s G La} 
• 
We use this lemma in the following theorem to prove that lO forest substitution is 
associative when no errors are encountered. 
Theorem 2 For Li Ç H*, L2 Ç , and L3 Ç H^", if and Lij^Lz have 
no errors, then 
w (^2 To ^3)  =  (^1  ^  ^2)  ^  ^3 .  
Proo/ : 
3o To 
= U/.ei, ((/i 13^)33^3) 
= ^/leLi {{fij^fi I /z 6 I-zj ^Z/s) 
= ({/i ^ /2 I/i 6 Z»!/z G-£<2}) 
= {l i^l2)j^l3 
• 
The proof of associativity for the 01 case requires two lemmas. The first lemma 
states that if no errors are encountered, then we may substitute into a tree before or 
after a search operation and still get the same result. This lemma is then used to 
prove a lemma corresponding to the 10 lemma above. 
Lemma 2 For /> e {1,... ,n - 1}", / € and L € , if (/)^, is not an error and 
/<= Z/ contains no errors, then (/«== Z/j =(/).<= L. 
• '01 '  v  01 / ,t  'p  01 
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Proof : The proof is by induction on the length of the path p. 
For p = A the length is 0. 
1. If / = a[„ L i ' " It ), then 
(< l'"L (k 1S7^)a 
= ({«[,. «r. ]•••[, ] I s.-e 
= {a|„ 5„ ] I 5„ e 
= (/)pS7^ 
2. If / = <„-i ]•••[*<* I. then 
= {{if2)p-\n-i  sk]\sj  e t j -^la f ie  l})^  
= {(A)/ I A 6 I) 
= (^)aS7^ 
Now assume that the lemma is true for all paths of length less than the length of p, 
and let p = jp\ then / = ] • • • [t tk\ so 
= ({^ ; 
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• 
Lemma 3 For fx € I2 Q , and L3 Ç , if both /i and 1,2^1,3 have 
no errors, then fi ^  ^ L3) = (/i ^  L2) ^  ^ ,3. 
Proof : The proof is by induction on the depth of the forest. 
If d e p t h { f )  =  1, then 
1. if / •= then 
= J/2 e ^2} 
= {if^)p ^-^3 I A  G L2I  
= (/07^2)37^3 
2. if / = a, then a^(L2^I'3) = -^2)^7 ^ 3 = o-
If d e p t h { f )  =  m  and we cissume that it is true for all m' < m, then 
1. if / = a[„ «„]•••[* (t ], then 
= {a|,. -Sn ]-"L ] I e 
= {4. Sn 1---L «fc 1 hi ^  
= (/:7^:)o7^= 
2. if / = L-i 1---L 1, then 
= {4,.-. «"-1 1---L 1 \^i^U^j{L2<^L3) A t e  (1,2^2,3) j 
= 5„_1 ] • • • [t 5* 1 I S| e {ti^ 12)^13 A i 6 ^^3} 
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and 
= -Sn-l 1 • • • [fc -sit ] I 6 o7 o7 A <' G (Z'z)^} ^Z/s 
= {^1.-1 «n-1 j ' " It ] I a, E (f,.^ 1,2)^1/3 A < e (Z/2)p • 
So the two are equal. 
• 
Theorem 3 For Li Ç H^, Li Ç H ^ ' ,  a n d  L 3  Ç H^", if Li'^L^ and have 
no errors, then 
S/ (-^2 S7 ^ 3) = (^1 ^  ^2) ^  l3.  
Proof : 
0 / o 7  ^ 3 )  
= {l i '^  12)^13.  
1.3.5 The frontier of an n-dimensional forest 
The frontier of an n-dimensional forest was defined by Baldwin [12]. Taking the 
frontier of an n-dimensional forest yields an (n - l)-dimensional forest. This process 
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may be repeated re — 1 times to yield a 1-dimensional object corresponding to the 
usual string. 
Definition 14 The n-dimensional frontier function /: Ut=i 
is defined as: 
/(o|« i n  ] • • ' { ,  t k ] )  =  
(/(^n) f { i n - l ) )  („_5 /((n-z) ] " " " It fi^k) | 7^ 0 
^(,,-1 ]•••[* /('*) ] = 0 
• 
In fact, if t  €  k  <  n ,  then f { t )  6 //*_, and if t  e  H " ,  then /(<) € f f " ! } -
If = 0, then f{tn) <= If not, then the will be in 
H^Zi = Hn-2{H"Zl), that is, an (n - 2)-dimensionaI tree of (n - l)-dimensional trees. 
<= is the substitution defined in the previous section. Each z^_i G Xn-i appearing in 
f{ tn)  is replaced by the tree (/(<n-i))p. We say that a tree is frontierable if no errors 
are encountered during the frontiering operation. 
Figures 1.7 and 1.8 show a 3-dimensional tree along with its 1 and 2-dimensional 
frontiers. The computation of the 2-dimensional frontier of the tree is in Figure 1.7. 
The actual frontier is the first tree in Figure 1.8 and the remainder of this figure shows 
the computation of the 1-dimensional frontier from the 2-dimensional frontier. The 
1-dimensional frontier may also be viewed as the string oaoooaoo. 
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Figure 1.7: Computation of a 2-dimensional frontier 
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1.3.6 n-Dimensional grammars 
Baldwin also defined regular n-dimensional forest languages and lO forest lan­
guages corresponding to the 10 macro languages of Fischer [27] and Engelfriet-
Schmidt [24,25]. He extended the concept of tree languages to include dimensions 
greater than two. 
Definition 15 An n-dimensional tree grammar of degree k, denoted G*, is a quadru­
ple {E,?,P,S)n where 
1. S IS the terminal alphabet; 
2. 7 = {7i) \<i<n is a ranked set called the nonterminal alphabet; 
3. S £ 7k is the start symbol; 
4- P = {Pi)i<i<n is a ranked set of productions of the form F a £ Ft for F £ 7i 
a n d  a  €  7  U  X ) .  
• 
The derivation relation for n-dimensional forest languages is much the same as 
that of Regular and Context-free string languages. The nonterminals of degree n are 
replaced by trees of the same degree if the replacement is allowed by the productions 
of the grammar. 
Definition 16 The lO derivation relation, H^{11,7 U AT) ^ H^{E,7 U X) for n > 
k > 0, over the grammar = (E, J, P, 5)^, is defined by: If aF 13 G H^(E,7 U X) 
with F E 7i and F —* q G Pi, then aFP => 
• 
0-| 
/(*-?-
— 
a-i 0-1 XÎ 
<= ( 
4= Zf '"I 
*-?-
a-
x 
1 O-l xj 
'a JA 
Figure 1.8: Computation of the 1-dimensional frontier 
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This definition is extended to the reflexive transitive closure =3- in the usual 
way. The language generated by G* is {/? € | S => (3}. Any such (3 is called a 
"ri 
sentence or word in the language. If S w and u 6 U J), then w is called 
a sentential form. 
As an example of an n-dimensional grammar, we give the 3-dimensionaI gram­
mar of degree 3 for the language whose 1-dimensionaI frontier is the lO string lan­
guage {w 6 (o, a)' I the number of as in w is a power of 2} and the lO string lan­
guage I n > 0,/i,/2 > 0}. Using Baldwin's derivation technique we will 
get the lO string language and not the OI string language. Later we will give the 
definition of OI derivations and show how to get the language above from the gram­
mar. 
Grammar 1 An example of a S-dtmensional grammar of degree 3 is 
G l  =  { { * , o , a } , { { S , F ) z , { A ) , ) , P , S )  
with P containing the productions listed below: 
1 .  S  ^  * [ 3  F U  A l  x j  ]  ]  ] ,  
2 .  F  * [ 3  ^ { 2  4 :  ^ 2 ( 1  ]  ]  ] L  1  1  I ,  
5. F -> +I3 I, 
4 .  A *1, o[, A { ,  x ^ ] \ ] ,  
5 .  A * ( =  M i  4 1  a : ?  ]  ]  ] ,  
6.  A * [ 0  a [ ,  I l  I  j  
• 
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Associated with each of these grammars is a hierarchy of tree languages obtained 
by taking the successive frontiers of the trees generated by the productions. The 3-
dimensional tree of Figure 1,6 can be derived from this grammar. The 2-dimensional 
tree in the figure is then in the 2-dimensional language associated with the grammar, 
and the 1-dimensional tree is in the 1-dimensional language. 
These 1-dimensional languages form a hierarchy called the Algebraic Language 
Hierarchy. The level 1 languages are those whose grammars are G\. And the level n 
languages are those whose grammars are Gj^. Baldwin showed that ALH level 1 cor­
responds to Regular Languages, ALH level 2 corresponds to Context Free Languages, 
and ALH level 3 corresponds to the 10 macro languages. 
1.3.7 n-Dimensional 01 and 10 derivations 
As stated earlier, Baldwin's derivations proceed by completing all the substi­
tutions before taking any frontiers. This is the 10 mode of derivation. We have 
generalized the work of Baldwin to include both 01 and 10 derivations. We will use 
the frontier operation to drive the derivation; this means that a grammar, G^, will 
produce a forest language in and a grammar, GJJ, will produce a forest language 
in In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, means U 7).  
The frontier operation which drives the derivation must deal with the nontermi­
nals which appear in the forest being derived. Since nonterminals may have more than 
one right hand side, the frontier operation is now a relation. Its definition follows: 
Definition 17 The frontier relation for n-dimensional grammars 
•10 
/: Ut=i ur=/ given as follows: 
'j !•••[* 1) ~ Uae{a|F-«a6P} ] • • • (t ])} 
[ 1 1 - 2  / ( ' n - 2 )  I  '  '  '  L  f { h )  ]  ' n  7 ^  0  
/(^n-l) 1 • " L /('*:) ] in — ^ 
/(a(„ t k \ )  =  
• 
Another, perhaps more subtle, difference is in the substitution used by the frontier 
relation. Consider the expression fi^n)in the definition above. If the 
substitutions are performed using 10 substitution, then we will have the hierarchy of 
languages as defined by Baldwin. On the other hand, if we use 01 substitution we 
have a new hierarchy called the OI n-dimensional language hierarchy. To distinguish 
which type of substitution is to be used we will use f= or <= in the substitution 
10 01 
operation. It will be clear from the text which is meant if no substitution operation 
is present. 
Definition 18 Given an n-dimensional tree grammar G* = (E, 7,P,S)^, the context 
f r e e  n - d i m e n s i o n a l  f o r e s t  l a n g u a g e  g e n e r a t e d  b y  i s  g i v e n  b y  { w  6  |  f { S )  =  
u;}. If the substitution used is , then the language is Inside-out. If the substitution 
is ^, then the language is Outside-in. 
A language, L, is n-dimensional 01 if there is a grammar G^, = (E, /, F, S) for 
some n' < n such that the n"" frontier of S is L. And similarly for lO. 
• 
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/(«)={/( *-3 )) = {/(f-2 )) 
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Figure 1.9: Computation of /(S) using O/ substitution 
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Figure 1.10: Completion of f { S )  using O I  substitution 
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f iA- ] )  =  { / (  —p,  / (  —| ) ,  / (  —p}  
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Figure 1.11; Computation of f {A \^  Xj |) using OI substitution 
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As an example of a language in this new hierarchy, consider the grammar of 
Section 1 on page 38. Figures 1.9, 1.10, 1.11, and 1.12 combined are an example 
derivation from this grammar. Those objects which can be derived from the sub-
forest A\^ Il ] are shown in Figure 1.11, while those which can be derived from 
*1: ZzL ZzL liH. %il) are in Figure 1.11. 
1.4 Containment of the Engelfriet-Schmidt Hierarchy in the 
Baldwin-Schoenberger Hierarchy 
In this section we show that the tree language hierarchy of Engelfriet and Schmidt 
as described in the earlier section is completely contained in the forest language hi­
erarchy of Baldwin and Schoenberger. First we show how to convert the projections 
to the path variables in the Baldwin-Schoenberger system so that the paths will be 
correct. Second we show how to convert trees in the Engelfriet-Schmidt system to 
forests in the Baldwin-Schoenberger system. Then we show that any tree derived 
from the start symbol of an Engelfriet-Schmidt grammar has an equivalent tree in the 
Baldwin-Schoenberger system that can be derived from the corresponding Baldwin-
Schoenberger grammar. Finally, we show that the string languages defined by the 
Engelfriet-Schmidt grammars are the same as the string languages defined by their 
equivalent Baldwin-Schoenberger grammars. 
1.4.1 Conversion of the projections, into path variables, xjj 
In the conversion from Engelfriet-Schmidt, see Section 1.2.3, to Baldwin-Schoen­
berger, each projection, tt,^, in an Engelfriet-Schmidt tree is converted to a variable, 
x^, in the equivalent Baldwin-Schoenberger forest. The value of fc is determined by 
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î-1 Xî 
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Figure 1.12; f {F \^  *[2 Xjf, x^l. x, ] ] ][, x\  ] ]) using 01 substitution 
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the level of the derived alphabet at which irf was introduced. In other words, k is 
such that tt" G such that w ^ A. The path, is then determined by 
both k  and i .  For a projection, such that u >  ^  X ,  p  =  p a t h { i , k )  as 
calculated using the following definition. 
Definition 19 For all i 6 .A/ and k = 0,1,..the value of path{i,k) 6 >/' is defined 
r e c u r s i v e l y  b y :  
1 .  p a t h [ \ , k )  =  A; 
2. path[i, 1) = r~' ; 
3. path{i, k) = kpath{i - 1, k - I). 
• 
Example 8 
w"' e J?'(E)< a,(»".»>) translates to xl, 
^(a.5)(,,<.> g translates to 
and, 
g translates to 
• 
1.4.2 Conversion of Engelfriet-Schmidt trees to Baldwin-Schoenberger 
forests 
The function T„ converts trees in the Engelfriet-Schmidt hierarchy to forests 
in the Baldwin-Schoenberger hierarchy. Languages at level n — 2 in the Engelfriet-
Schmidt hierarchy will be of dimension n in the Baldwin-Schoenberger hierarchy. We 
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will need to convert a tree from 7D"-2(2)uT(-^s) to a forest in + JuX). 
We do this by surrounding the variables with n brackets, converting the projections 
to path variables, and leaving the constants unchanged. 
Before this conversion can take place, we first insert the symbol tti G at 
the right end of every "string" in the Engelfriet-Schmidt trees. This symbol is used 
to generate the 1-dimensional variable xj. Remember, this variable represents the 
end of a string and indicates that new strings may only be appended at the end of a 
string. 
Example 9 The Engelfriet-Schmidt trees 
g { g [ a a )  5 ( 0  a ) ) ,  
f^a,x,s{(^a,s ,s{cas, i ,a{9 ""l ""i ) ""l )) ^A,A,j(o)) 
and 
C(a,a>(3,s),(s,a>,{i,a)(Ca,a,3 Trj ^ TTj ^)) 
become 
g { g { a  a  i r ^ )  g { a  a i r l )  
'^.i,A,.i(c3,a,j(Csa,3,.«(ff TTj TTj TTj ) C,, g (g TTj TTj TTj ) TTj ) Cx^\^f[a TTj ) TTj) 
and 
^ i ' . f ) , { a , ' )  i ^  { - 1  • ' ) , { ! ! , a ) , { a , ^1 ^1 ) )' 
• 
We also need a variant of subtraction. The reason for this will become apparent 
as we proceed. 
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Definition 20 For all j,n Ç. M, n, — j is defined as; 
n - J = • 
n- j if j < n, 
if j > n. 1 
• 
Definition 21 7^:^D(D"-3(2)uT)u{T^}(-^«') 
is defined recursively by: 
1. T„{Fi) = *1, Fi ], for Fi € 
//;:(D(£>"-3(S) U { * } ) ,  JUX) f o r n >  3, 
g. r»(;rn = 
*L-. •••[*+= 11.+, iLi 
path(i ,n-2)  
''n-1 
for TTj" 6 D*(2)(A,(w.w,)), 7^ A 
A  p  =  p a t h { i , k ) ,  o r  T r f  =  t t ^ ,  
for nf e £>"-2(S)(A,(a/,c.,» A w ^ 
A, 
5. 
4- T n i f )  = f, for f e 
5. r„(cu,,:.,,(<Tai •••a|y|)) = c^,Tn{a){ . T„{ai)[ . •••[ . T„{o\^\) ]•••]] 1-
n—1 fi —2 M —|w| 
• 
In the examples below, an augmented tree from tdcz \j7)  is converted to a forest 
in Hi and an augmented tree from is converted to a forest in i/|. 
Example 10 We convert the Engelfriet-Schmidt tree from example 5 on page 12 to 
its Baldwin-Schoenberger equivalent. 
tz  TTj TTj TTj ) C,,, j TTj TTj TTj ) TTj ) CA^A,.«(O ""i ) ^l)) 
converts to: 
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^1 ,3 , s  ^  ^ 
c.is,s,â 3 ^ I 
y—^ c^TâTS—I a-;^ 
H - î f \  
i( ifi; 
*-2-1 x^l 
ij II *—2— 
ri 
'A JA X ?  X  1 -^1 
• 
Example 11 
^4 (C(,9,,«),(,.,S ) , A )  (-/^ C(.«,a)(ii,?),(.«,,.),(a,,*) (CJI,J,, TTJ TTJ TTJ) TTJ)) 
converts to: 
*~ i  ? f  c ( j , «} (« , . • • ) , {» , s ) ,a )  ' i  
s,s, . i  ^ 
*-3 
Xq—1 
*11 Xj Ij 
• 
In what follows the symbols and ^ will be used for both Baldwin-Schoen-
berger forest substitution and Engelfriet-Schmidt tree substitution. From the context, 
it will be clear which is meant. 
During an Engelfriet-Schmidt derivation, the tt" 6 Z)"~^(E)(a,(u>,w,)) are converted 
to x,,u, which are in turn replaced during the substitution operation. T„ converts these 
tt" into which are then used in the substitution operation of the Baldwin-
Schoenberger derivations. The following lemma establishes the fact that the paths 
created by r„ and path are indeed the correct paths. 
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Lemma A Let t = t\\ ^ < 2 !  .  ( 3 }  '  •  *  I  .  j  "  -  ]  ]  ]  €  H^Zl. Then for all n e M, 
ri — 2 ri — 3 ri — 4 r« — /  
and  i  =  1 , . . . ( 0 p a t / i ( t , n - 2 )  ~  
Proof : The proof is by induction on n. 
Bas i s :  If n = 1, then path{ i ,n  — 2) = 1'"^ and giving the desired result. 
Induc t ion  S tep:  If n > 1, then path( i ,n  — 2 )  = A for î = 1, and [n-2)  pa th{ i  — \ , n -3 )  
for i > 1. If path{i,n - 2) = A, then = <,• and we are done. If path{i,n - 2) = 
{n - 2) path{i - l,n - 3), then 
" L ,  ' ' I  " I  
which is ti as desired. 
• 
An Engelfriet-Schmidt derivation involves the computation of (Li,..., L|^|) 
where L,L i , . . .  ,L \ ^ \  6 Td<' - ' 2 ( t : ) {X , ) .  L  is the set of trees that can be derived 
from a and each L,- is the set of trees that can be derived from CT, in an expres­
sion of the form cu,,„,,(cr <ti • "a|w|). Tn is then the set of cor­
responding Baldwin-Schoenberger forests. The substitution should correspond to 
• ^(-^2)1 . •••( . T„(L|„|) I ••• j •]. In fact, these two sets are )  M-2 n — 3 fi  — |w| 
equal since any path in T n [ L )  which must be evaluated in the right hand side of the 
expression will be path{i,n — 2) which, according to the just proved lemma, will find 
an object in while i,,w, in L will be replaced by an object in L,. This proves 
the following corollary to the lemma. 
Corollary 1 Let  L ,L i , . .  . ,L i  C  Td„-2^^ i^s ) ,  then  
=  " L  I '  - 1 1 -
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• 
1.4.3 Construction of a Baldwin-Schoenberger forest grammar from an 
Engelfriet-Schmidt tree grammar 
We are now ready to give the construction which transforms a grammar for an 
Engelfriet-Schmidt tree language into a grammar for a Baldwin-Schoenberger forest 
language. Given an Engelfriet-Schmidt tree grammar, G = J, P, Fi), we 
form the Baldwin-Schoenberger forest grammar, G" = (E', J', P', Fj'), as follows: 
S' = U { + } where * is a symbol not appearing elsewhere in the grammar; 
P' = —> Tn{t) I t is the augmented form of t '  where 
t' e Fi G 
F[ = Fi. 
Notice that all nonterminals or function symbols are in 7^-
Example 12 Consider example 6 on page 17. G = (S, /, P, Pi) where = {a,b}, 
= {/}> -  {FiyF^}, /(,,,) = {P2} and P is the set of productions |p, -> 
FiiFs), P2(xi,j.) —» /(xi,.,,Xi,,), P3 a, P3 —> ftj. 
The D{E) productions are: 
COMBf{rhs{Fi)) = Ka,3(P2 ca.a,,(^3))} 
COMBf{rhs{F,)) = <<)} 
comëf i rhs i fa ) )  = A,.,(«), 
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The Baldwin-Schoenberger grammar for this language has 
^ ~ {c.i.A.si CA,A,a>/j Û) ^5 *}; 
J= { f i , f„ f ^ } ;  
P contains the following productions: 
f l  —» Cs;x;7-^ f i  —> 
-? 1 F-z cxntrr 
"5"? ^2-^ 
A j I; T; 
Il Ij Xj 
f s  -> Fs -» C%-;%;T-3 
6-:^ 
*—2— 
x i  Xj II II 
• 
We want to show that if a tree t is in the Engelfriet-Schmidt level (n — 2) lO  or 
01 language of grammar G, then Tn{t)  is in the Baldwin-Schoenberger n-dimensional 
IO{OI) forest language of G^. We first show that if t can be derived from an Engel-
friet-Schmidt tree a, then T„(<) can be derived from a Baldwin-Schoenberger forest 
Tn[o).  We then use this result to prove the above statement. 
For an Engelfriet-Schmidt tree grammar G = (S, J, P, Fi), the 10 language, L, 
defined by G is Mjo{Fi){\Gjo\) where \G]o\ = yo(±), the minimal fixed point 
O Î M G J O -  Mj,/o(-L) = (M/o(/2i)(1), ... ,M/o(-ff|f|)(-L)) where i?, = COMBf^' {rhs{Fi)), 
for all 2 — 1,, |7|. Mjo is Mjo extended to sets. Both COMB and Mjo are defined 
on page 15 in Section 1.2.3. In what follows, we will use M for MG,IO[OI), M for 
and allow the label ^ ^ ^ o distinguish which form of substitution is 
being used. 
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Theorem 4 Given an Engelfriet-Schmidt tree grammar G = 
let G" = (E', J', P', Fi')JÎ be the n-dimensional Baldwin-Schoenberger grammar con­
structed as above, then for a 6 7z?(r>»-3(E))(/') and t G 7£)»-o(e) and some q, 
t  e  (M(a)(M'(l))) ^ 6 f {Tnia) ) .  
Proof: First we show that 
t  6 (M(a)(M'(l))) - ?;_,(<) e f (T„ ia) )  
The proof is by induction on q. 
Basis: U q — 0, then M(o-)(M"(J.)) = M(a)(l). So cr = a 6 (II)(A,.,> and 
Tn{a) — Tn-i{a) = a, and since f{a) = a, we have the desired result. 
Induction Step: Assume i 6 M{a){M'^ {!)) implies G /(r„(cr)). We must show 
that t 6 (±)) implies that Tn- i{t) € f{Tn{o)). We do this by induction 
on the depth of o. 
Basis: If d{cr) = 1, then a = a S or a = F,- G 7(w,a>- If «r = a, then 
there is nothing is to prove since this is the same as the basis step. If tr = F,-, then 
{±)) = (M"'''''(J-)),-. So letting k be the number of nonterminals in J we 
have: 
= 
where A, = COMB^" So for some r € i2,-, t 6 and by the 
induction hypothesis: 
T n - i { t )  e f(T4r)) 
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= fiW). 
Induction Step: Assume that i G (±)) implies that 7%_i (() G f{T„{cr)) 
for o such that d{o) < p and consider o such that d{a) = p + I. Then a = 
and 
M(a)(A/'+'{l)) (1.1) 
Since each cr, and a' has depth < p we know that T'„_i(r,) € /(J'„(cr,)) for r,- E 
{!)) and r„_i(r') 6 f[Tn [a')) for T'  6 (i.)). Now, a' can be 
a e Fi e J(w,,) or neither of these. 
If cr' = a G i?"(Il){A,(w,a)), equation 1.1 is 
M[a){M'^'[l)) = {a{ri ••• th) | r, G M(a,)(M*+'(J.))} 
and for t G M(cr)(M''"^^ (J.)) 
G |a[ , r„_i(ri)[ _ r„_i(r2)[ . •••[ . Tn-i (r|^|) ] • • 
u —J ri —2 ri —C n —(w| 
|r,GM(a)(M'+'(±))} 
Ç  a [  .  Tn - \{Ox)\  .  Tn-l{02)\  .  "  '  [  .  Tn-\{o\u, \ )  j  '  '  
ri—1 «—2 » —3 fi—|w( 
since by the induction hypothesis, each T^_i(r,) G /(T'„(<7,)). 
Now 
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= f { c^ ,uan  a[ . ^r.(«^i)( . t n {a2) \  .  • • • (  .  t n [a \ ^ \ )  ] • • • ) ] ] ] )  
n —i t t  — 2  ri —3 n —|w| 
= cw,.,.L "1. /ir.h))l . /(r„M)|. , /(r.W)|...|||| 
N — i  »i — 2 f I — 3 ri — IU» j 
So T„-i(t) G f(T„(cr)) as desired. 
If a' = Fi, then 
M((t)(M'+'(1)) (1.2) 
By the corollary, t 6 (±)) implies that 
Tn- l ( t )  
I r G M(i^)(M'+^(l)),r.- G M(<7.)(M''+'(l)), t = 1 |w|) 
{^""i('')/o(o/)^"-'('"i)[„ij ^"-i(^^)(„i3 " " " L:|wi 1 • • • 1 ] 
I T 6 M(i^)(M'+'(l)),r, € M(a.)(M'+'(l)),î = 
6 {/(7;_i(T)),-,/(7%_i(Ti))[ /(T_,(T2))[ ^ /(r„_,(rH)) !••• 1 1 
I T e M(f;)(M*+'(l)),r, E M(a,)(M^+:(l)),% = 1 |w|} 
G ( / ( t„ (c^ , ^ , c r ( r r i - - t i ^ i ) ) )  
I r G M(F, ) (M- ' ^ ' (± ) ) , t , -  g M(a.)(M'+' (l)),: = 1 , . . . ,  |a;|} 
as desired. 
If a '  is neither a  nor Fi ,  then 
M(<7')(M'-"(±)), (1)),.. .,A/K|)(M'«(1))) (1.3) 
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and by an argument similar to that used for we get that 
This proves the induction step for the depth induction which finishes the induction 
step for q. 
Now we show that for some q 
Tn-i{Q e nuo)) - t e M(a)(M'(l)) 
We do this by showing that T„{t) G f{T„{o)) with q applications of the derivation 
rule: 
/ ( n . ' » ! ) =  U  ( 4 .  M  '  I .  4  1 ) .  
aë{a\F-*alphaÇP} 
then t e M{o){M'^{±)). The proof is by induction on q. 
Basis: If Tn-i{t) 6 /(T'n(cr)) with no applications of the production rule, then a con­
tains no nonterminals so M{a){M''{±)) will never access any of the objects in 
so certainly t E M(o){M°{l)). 
Induction Step-. Assume that if Tn -\{t) G f [Tn [a)) with q applications of the produc­
tion rule, then t 6 M(a)(M'(j.)), and let Tn-i{t) G f{Tn[c)) with g + 1 applications 
of the rule. The proof is by induction on the depth of o. 
Basis: Suppose d{a) = 1, then for any substitution to take place, it must be that 
o = Fi and Tn{o) - *[„ Fi ]. So 
Tn-i{t) 6 /(*[,. Fi j) = {/(r„(a)) 1 Fi - r„(a) G P) 
and Tn-i(t) G /(T'„(û;)) for some a such that F, —> a G P by fewer than ç + 1 applica­
tions of the production rule. So by induction, t G M{a){M'''*'^ {±)) = Â/(i2,)(M'(±)) 
which contains so < G (±)) as desired. 
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Induction Step: Assume that for a of depth p, Tn- i{t) G f {Tn{cr)) hy q + I 
applications of the rule implies that t G {!)). Let c of depth p+ 1 be such 
that Tn -i{t) e f{Tn (cr)) by g + 1 applications of the rule. Now o = c^,u,>{o' • • '<^1^1) 
means o' = a or a' = Fi, or neither of these. If o' = Fi, then 
r.M = F,  II . r„(<7,)| . • I . I • • • I I I I 
fl—I fl  —2 N — 3 ri —|uf|  
and 
= f{UF. ) )  =  f{T„w,) ) \ ,  nUa, ) ) \  .  / ( r .W)  I ' "  I I  
ti-2 f ,- |w| 
=  .  • • • I .  / ( r . k i w i M I  " I I  
ri-3 ri-0 N — |w I 
for —> Q 6 P and by the induction hypothesis 
G  Tn-l{t')^ Tn-l{ti)[ .  r „ _ i ( i 2 ) ) (  .  • • • (  .  ^ - l ( ( | w | )  I  '  "  I  j  
fi~2 ri-3 H-|w| 
for ti G (i.)), t '  G M(a)(M''*''(l)). By the induction hypothesis we then 
conclude that 
^ M(£t)(M''+'(±)) 
as desired. 
If o' is a or neither a nor Fi, then the first application of the rule occurs in a 
context identical to that of the case where o' = Fi. This is a consequence of the 
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definition of the function, T„, which translates from Engelfriet-Schmidt trees to Bal-
dwin-Schoenberger forests. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
• 
Theorem 5 Given a grammar G = (£>""®(E), J, P, Fi), let G^ = {T,', I ' ,  P', Fl)l be 
the (n + 2)-dimensional grammar constructed as indicated in the construction, then 
r „_,(iW( f ,)(|G,o|o,||)) = l(T„(F[)) 
Proof : Since jG/o(o/)l = (Jj^o M'(-L), we need only apply the previous theorem. 
• 
1.4.4 The string languages are equivalent 
In this section we show that the string languages defined by the YIELDs of the 
Engelfriet-Schmidt languages are the same as the string languages defined by the 
equivalent Baldwin-Schoenberger language. A string w G S" has Baldwin-Schoen-
berger equivalent W2[. wsf, • • • [, W|w|[i Z; ]]...)] ]. First, we will show that the 
Baldwin-Schoenberger equivalent of a string, w, which is the yield, ]/, of a tree, i, in 
Tg is the same as the frontier, /, of the Baldwin-Schoenberger equivalent of t. Next, 
we show that the frontier of the Baldwin-Schoenberger equivalent of any tree t in the 
Engelfriet-Schmidt hierarchy is the same as the Baldwin-Schoenberger equivalent of 
the YIELD of the tree. Finally, we show that the strings formed, from Engelfriet-
Schmidt trees, by taking successive yields until a string is the result, are equivalent 
to the 1-dimensional objects obtained by taking successive frontiers of the equivalent 
Baldwin-Schoenberger forests. 
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Lemma 5 Lei a € Js, then the 1-dimensionat Baldwin-Schoenberger forest equivalent 
of y [a) is T2{o). 
Proof : The proof is by induction on the depth of o. 
Basis: If d{o) = 1, then a E S(a,3), and ]/(cr) = a. The equivalent Baldwin-Schoen­
berger forest is <r[, i, j, and = /(a[, *[, x} ][, | ]) = <t[, X j  ]. Thus the 
lemma is true for a of depth 1. 
Induction Step: Assume the theorem true for a such that d{a) < p and consider a 
such that d{cr) = p + 1. Then o = a{ti • • -^iwi) where a G and for z = 1,..., |w|, 
ti E Is and has depth less than p + 1. 
y (a) = £Ti • • where for z = 1,..., |w|, = y{ti). For those <,• of depth one, 
/(Î2(<7j)) will be (7, and for those of depth greater than one, we will get the string 
equivalent in the Baldwin-Schoenberger hierarchy, that is, 
-  .  • • • [ !  X ?  ] ] • • • ]  ] •  
This gives 
= /(a[, 72(^2)1. •••!, *[. xj ][, xj ] 1 j... I ] j) 
=  T z N I ,  4 =  I I ,  i  I "  -  I  ) ) -
For those a E I! (A,S) the frontier appends <7, to the string formed by 
/ ( r , ( i H . ) | . - - I ,  r , ( i H ) ( ,  T M I I  " I ) .  
While for those whose depth is greater than one, the frontier replaces the x\ at the 
frontier with 
• • • I .  * 1 =  I I ,  z N I I ' " l ) -
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The result is 
=  f i . i l ,  • • • " i j . , : ! ,  " J i t - - - " ! , ! » , ! ! .  • • • " H . ' i . i l i  I ' "  I ' "  I ' "  I ' "  I  
which is the string equivalent of J/((r) as desired. 
• 
The next example is of a 2-dimensional Baldwin-Schoenberger forest, its frontier, 
and its Engelfriet-Schmidt equivalent along with it's yield. 
Example 13 The tree g{g{a a) g{a a))) 6 Tz has Baldwin-Schoenberger equivalent 
and frontier: 
9-^  a-| 
M } 
a—I g—^ 1 a—1 
a—1 a-l *-2-1 a-1 
*—2—1 a—1 xj Xj X; 
xj XÎ *-^-| 
while y{g{g{a a) g(a a)))) = aaaa which has the same Baldwin-Schoenberger string 
equivalent. 
• 
In the following lemma we use the expression, identical for the purpose of taking 
frontiers. By this we mean that the forests are identical except that one is surrounded 
by n brackets, making the n — 1 frontiers the same. For example, consider the trees 
*[,. 4,.-. *1. - 2  ^n-3 II,.-3 <-3 I 1 I, and *[„_, *[„_, x;i_ 3  |I,._3 ] ]. The (n - 1) 
frontiers of these forests are the same. An even more important example is that of 
the trees x^_, ] and The (n - 1) frontiers of these are 
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also the same. In the following lemma, we show that two forests are the same for the 
purposes of taking frontiers because we are ultimately interested in the frontiers of 
these objects. 
Lemma 6 Let a 6 n > 2, then Tn - i{YlELD{a)) is the same as f{Tn [o)) 
for the purposes of taking frontiers. 
Proof : The proof is by induction on the depth of o. 
Basis: If d{a) = 1, then a € so a e or a = nf 6 for 
k < n — 2. 
U a -  nf 6 and w ^ A, then 
T„.i{YlELD{a)) = 
_ path{i ,n-2)  
— •'•n-l 
And 
f { T n { o ) )  =  
_ ^ath{i ,n-2)  
— *r»-l 
If <7 = wf e then 
T„-i{YIELD{a)) = 
_ paih{i ,n-3)  
— j 'n - i  
And 
/(r„w) = 
= »i.-, <-2II,,-. xrj;"--" I 
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which is the same for the purpose of taking frontiers. 
If (7 = •ïïf e and A: < n - 3, or cr = tTj , then 
Tn- i [Y IELD [ c ) )  =  
=  ' U  • • • ( . «  x t .  I L ,  x E ï f f ' " - - I I ,  
while 
nU") )  =  / ( • L ,  • L - = - - - I . „ 4 . .  I L ,  x K ' . ' " ' " l - - - l l )  
=  » L ,  i i . „ < r ' ' " i - - i i  
which again is the same for purposes of taking frontiers. 
Finally, if a e then Tn- i {YIELD[a) )  =  a, and /(r„(a)) = 
f [ o )  =  o .  
Induction Step: If d{a) = p+1, then o = Cu,„,,{t - -<|w|) and if t has depth 1, then 
T„-i{YIELD{a)) 
= Tn- i { t {YIELD{t i ) - - -Y IELD{t i^ \ ) ) )  
=  .  T„-^{YIELD{t , ) ) \  ,  • • • ( .  r„_ , (K/^LZ?(fH) ) [  .  r„_ , (7r^)  ] |  •  •  •  ]  ]  
M—1 ri —2 N — |w I ri  —(|urj—I) 
=  < 1 ,  N U M .  N T „ ( H ) ) \ .  •••I .  /(R„((H))I.  /(R„(»?)) 11-- - N I 
f»—i M —2 ri —0 N — |w| r» —((wj—I) 
and 
f {Tn{o) )  
=  / ( W , . L < [ .  .  • • • [ .  7 ; ( < h ) 1  .  7 ; ( 7 r ^ )  ] ] . . . ] ] ]  
M  —  I  n — 2  » i — | w |  » » — ( | u » | — n  
= 'I . /(r„((.))| . /(r„(/,))| . •••I, /(r„((|„|))| . 11-- -1II 
»i—1 ri —2 N —3 N — |w( n —((u/j—1) 
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which is what we want. 
If d{t) > 1, then 
Tn- i {YIELD{(7) )  =  Tr , -x{YIELD[t )  ^  {YIELD{h) , . . .  ,Y IELD[t \^ \ ) ) ) .  
Since the substitutions are for x,, w,, this has Baldwin-Schoenberger equivalent 
T„.,{YIELD{t)) 
< =  r „ _ , ( i ' k i o ( ( , ) ) | ,  • • • i  .  .  r „ - , ( i ; ) | | . - . |  
n —2 N — |w I N — ( |w |— i  ) 
which is 
f { tm)  
< =  / ( r . ( i , ) ) |  .  W W I I  .  "  I  .  / ( r „ ( ( H ) ) |  .  
ri — 2 r» —3 n —|w| N-(|w| — i)  
which in turn is /(T'n(a)) as in the argument for d{t) — 1. 
• 
Finally, we show that the string obtained from a tree in the Engelfriet-Schmidt 
hierarchy by taking successive YlELDs, is equivalent to the string in the Baldwin-
Schoenberger hierarchy obtained by taking successive frontiers of the equivalent Bal­
dwin-Schoenberger forest. 
Theorem 6 Let then YIELD"~^{a) = f"~^(Tn{a) ) .  
Proof : The proof is by induction on n. 
Basis: If n=2, then by the first lemma YIELD{a) = f{T2[o)). 
Induction Step: Assume that — YIELD"^~^[o) for all n > 2 and consider 
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r(rn+,k)). 
r(Tn+lM) = /"-'(/(Tn+.M) 
= r - ' { tn - i{y je ld (a ) ) )  
= YIELD^-^YIELDia)) 
= YIELD''{o) 
as desired. 
• 
This last theorem is important in that it establishes that the Engelfriet-Schmidt 
tree languages are strictly contained in the Baldwin-Schoenberger forest languages. 
Theorem 7 The Engelfriet-Schmidt tree languages are strictly contained in the Bal­
dwin-Schoenber g er forest languages. 
Proof : Consider the language defined by the Baldwin-Schoenberger grammar: Gg = 
,T,P,S)\, where = {G}, % = {F}, 7z = {S}, and 
P = {S ^  F II.  F | ,F - .|, G I ,G ^  <.|, G I.G ^  XF). 
The language defined by G3 is a set of forests, there is no Engelfriet-Schmidt equivalent 
grammar since the Engelfriet-Schmidt grammars do not define forests. 
• 
The Baldwin-Schoenberger grammars are even more powerful than this example 
indicates. The language = ({*,a}, J,P,5)3 where h = {G}, ^ = {F}, % = {5} 
and 
P — {S F ],-F—> *[2 G ],G—>a[, G |, G —» a} 
has a special property as indicated by the next theorem. 
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Theorem 8 The language 
a a— 
a 
f 
5 * 1 
a—j, 
"-f 
a 
cannot be produced by a grammar which does not have forest nonterminals. 
Proof: Suppose that there is a grammar GJJ = (S, 7, P, S")", such that f"~'{S) = 
{ + 1, a ], *[, a(, a ] ], •+•[„ a[, a[, a ] ] ], ... } such that I - J„. 
To produce trees of the form a[, a[, œ[, • • • [i o ] ] ] ] | the grammar must 
produce a tree of the from: 
This is because until the (n — l)"' frontier is taken, no subtree of the form *(, ••• ] 
can be copied. So this tree must be present in the correct position at the time the 
o r i g i n a l  t r e e  i s  g e n e r a t e d  i n  o r d e r  t o  p r o d u c e  t h e  t r e e s  * [ 2  a [ i  • • • ] ] •  
So let us look at the r ] ]. If a is a nonterminal then must be 
a single nonterminal (a), otherwise the resulting tree would not be in our language. 
This means that must be a[j a[, a(, • • • (, a ) j ] ].  From this we see that tau 
% —71 
* n — 1 
* n — 2 
r 
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cannot be a nonterminal since forests in cannot produce objects in Hj until the 
{n - 1)'"' frontier, r must be a[, Ti ] where = a. We can apply this argument 
to Ti and find that the grammar must have a production of infinite length which is 
not possible. 
• 
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2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE L O  AND O I  
A^-DIMENSIONAL LANGUAGE HIERARCHIES 
In this chapter we discuss the relationship between the 01 ra-dimensional lan­
guage hierarchy and the 10 n-dimensional language hierarchy. Fischer [27] introduced 
the lO and OI macro languages. He showed the existence of an 01 macro grammar 
for a language which has no 10 macro grammar, and an 10 macro grammar for 
a language which has no 01 macro grammar. Rounds [51,52,53] showed how these 
macro grammars can be viewed éis tree grammars for tree languages whose yields 
are the string languages of Fischer. Engelfriet-Schmidt [24,25] extended this to the 
h ie ra rchy  d i scussed  in  t he  p rev ious  chap te r  wh i l e  Ba ldwin  [12]  ex tended  i t  t o  the  lO 
n-dimensional hierarchy also discussed in the previous chapter. None of these authors 
was able to throw any more light on the relationship between lO and OI languages 
than Fischer. 
It was necessary to develop the Baldwin-Schoenberger hierarchy in the 01 direc­
t ion  be fo re  th i s  s i tua t ion  cou ld  be  changed .  Sec t ion  1  con ta ins  an  example  o f  an  lO 
language at dimension 3 which is not OI at dimension 3, but is 01 at dimension 4. 
In section 2 we show how the lO n-dimensional hierarchy may be viewed as a sub­
set of the OI n-dimensional hierarchy. Finally, in section 3 we show that the string 
languages defined by the OI 3-dimensional languages are the same as the 01 macro 
languages. 
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2.1 An 10 Macro Language Which is Not 01 
In this section we give an example, from Fischer [27], of an 01 macro language 
which is not 10. We then give the 3-dimensional 10 language whose 1 dimensional 
frontier is the same language. Next we show how to convert this 3-dimensional gram­
mar into a 4-dimensional OI grammar whose 1-dimensional frontier is the language. 
Our example language is X = 6"*)^'""' | m > l|. The 10 macro grammar 
for this language is G = (E,7',p,S,P) where: 
S = {a,6}, 
J= {5,F,G}, 
V = {%}, 
/,=,{(5,0),(F,1),(G,1)}, 
P = • {5 F{b), F{x) G{F{x b)) I G{x), G{x) -^xax]. 
An 10 derivation from this grammar first produces G(G(- • • G(6'") • • •)). This expres­
sion contains exactly m Gs. Each G then doubles 6'" ab^ with the final result being 
The Baldwin-Schoenberger lO 3-dimensional grammar for this language is Gl — 
(S, J, F, S)| where 
E = {a, 6,*}, 
7  = ^2 U where ^ - {F ,  G} ,  and % = {5}, 
P contains the following productions: 
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The forest 
s  —> *—^  f  —> *—3—^ 
Tl  ^ 
f  -+ *—3—2 g  -> ^  
g  *-3-:^ 
f  o  
xH| ^2-^ 
''-I, 
I  
*—2 ^ d—I 
h-r!-.-r!:f=pî 
hj 1-ri 
I '1 "O. 
'4: 
XÎ I'l a x a-i 
x ,  
is in this language. It has a l-dimensional frontier of 
6|. 6(, a[, 6(. 6[. o[, 6[, 6[. a[, 6|, 6[, xj 
The grammar, Gj = {è,f,P,S)l, where 
Ê = {a, 6, *} 
f  =  h u h ,  w h e r e  h  =  { F , G } ,  a n d  h  =  
P = js" —> 5| along with the productions from the G, 
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This grammar is a 4-dimensionai grammar whose 3-dimensional frontier is the lan­
guage generated by Gg. 
The tree: 
hcLS the tree given above as its 2-dimensionaI frontier. 
This inclusion is possible because lO substitution requires that all substitutions 
be made from the same forest in the substitution set. The conversion of the 10 
grammars of dimension n to 01 grammars of dimension (n 4-1) is as follows: 
Let = (S, J, jP, 5)* be an 10 grammar, then = (Ê, P,5) where 
7= JU{5} ,  5  6  jfc ,  
p= [~s s }Uf .  
This grammar is of level A, dimension n  +  1  since C (see Section 1.3.1.) In 
the next section we will prove that (n - l)-dimensional frontier of the 01 language 
derived from is the same as the 10 language derived from G*. 
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2.2 10 Dimension n Is a Subset of OI Dimension {n + 1) 
In this section we prove that for each n-dimensional 10 language, Li, there is 
an (n + l)-dimensional language, L2, such that the n-dimensional frontier of is Li. 
This is a direct result of the fact that the trees obtained from an 10 derivation are 
the same as those obtained from first substituting for all of the nonterminals in a tree 
and then taking the frontier of the tree. This is the way that Baldwin [12] did all of 
his derivations. 
2.2.1 The Baldwin derivation relation and its relation to the Baldwin-
Schoenberger derivation relation 
Definition 22 The 10 derivation relation of Baldwin: The Baldwin 10 derivation 
relation over a grammar G^, denoted B=> is defined as: B=> if n > k > 0 
such that, if = (S, J, P, and aPP E where F Ç. 7j and F ^ G P, then 
aFP a'y/3. 
The n-dimensional forest languages defined in this manner are the Regular n-
dimensional languages. 
The [n -  l)-dimensional forest language defined by G* is {/„_I(<7) | S B=> O } .  
• 
The languages defined in this manner are the same as the 10 {n - l)-dimensional 
languages of chapter 1. In other words, if we generate the trees completely before 
taking the frontier we get the same language as that from the 10 derivation. The 
following theorem affirms this fact. 
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Theorem 9 Let G* = (E, J, F, 5)^ be an n-dimensional forest grammar, then 
Proof : The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation. First we show that 
Basis: If a B=> f by 0 Baldwin derivation steps, then they certainly are the same. 
Induc t ion  S tep :  Assume  tha t  i f  c r  B = >  i  by  p  de r iva t ion  s t eps ,  t hen  /n - i ( i )  6  fn - I , io [ O ) .  
And assume that O B=> ( by p + 1 derivation steps. 
If <7 = cTj I • • • [j <Tjt ] and —> a = a[„ ] • • • cry+i ] is the production 
used, then 
• 
Before proving this theorem we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 7 Let t € then 
a  B=> A[. a j  ] • • • [ ,  C k ]  
^  < „ ) • • •  I t  t k ]  
where A B=> a(„ <„ ] • • • T J + I  ] and a, ,y by less than p + 1 steps. 
So 
fn- l { tn)  / n - 1  ( ^ n - l ) ( „ _ 2  fn- l  { tn-2)  ] '  '  '  L  fn- l { tk )  ] 7 ^  0  
fn- l i t )  
o [ „ _ i  / n - l ( ' n - l )  ] ' ' ' [ *  fn- l { tk )  ] < n  -  0  
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with e fn-hio{(^n)- So 4= /„-i(<n-i) G /„-i^/„-i«.j) by the 
definition of 10 substitution. Therefore, € fn-i,io{o). 
If cr = a[„ cr„ I • • • [j at ], then we can apply the above argument to each of the a, 
to get the desired result. 
Next we show that 
fn-l,lo{o) Q { / n - l ( 0  I  t 7  B = >  < 1  .  
Basis: Suppose t 6 fn-i,io{<^) after 0 applications of the production rule 
f n -l.Io{ f \ ^  O"; I ' " L I) = U {/n-l,/o("!j <^3  | !)}• 
aG{a|F—>Q£P} 
then clearly t 6 | o B=> < j as desired. 
Induction Step: Suppose t 6 /n-i,/o(<7) after p applications of the production rule 
implies that t G |/r,-i(<) | A B=> ( j. Let t G fn-i,io{<^) after p + 1 applications of the 
production rule. 
If a = Flj Cj 1 • • • Ok ], then 
fn-i,io{o) = 
{/n-l,/o(a[,. O r , ] - - -  O j + I  ][j <7; I • • • [t ffc ]) I -F «[,, Oj+i ] G -P} , 
and 
t G fn-i,io{al, On ] • • • [y+, Oj+1 aj ] • • • (^ Ok ]) 
for some specific a[„ <t„ ] • • • oj+i ] such that F -> a(„ cr„ | • • • oj+i ] G P. So 
t G 
f n - l {on)^  fn - l {c rn - l ) \„ - .  / n - l K - î )  ) ' " L  / n - l K )  ] )  #  0  
û|„_, /n-1 (o'n-l ) I * • • [t fn-l{Ok) \) = 0 
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where each /„-i(cr,) Ç |/„-i(<,) | a, B=> i  =  k , . . . , n .  
This means that 
t  =  a[„_. t n - i  ] • • • [ * * *  1  
where, in the case of line 2, each 
G  ^ I (^ 1 B=>  ^ , 
for Î = A:,..., n - 1 SO 
( G |/n-l(al,.-x (n-l I ' " L (t I) I (7, <t I • 
For line 1, each (, € /„_i(a,) Ç |/„-i(<,) | a, B=> <,|, t n - 2 and 
®[n_i t f i - l  I G fn- l , l o { f ^n) fn- l , l o {^n- l )  
~ ^ ^ n-1 I G fn—l,Io{(^n) ^ ^n-1 G /n-l,/0 ('^n-l)} 
S ^n—1 I G ^/ri-1,/0 (^n) 1 b=> ^ 
G |  ^n-l S=> ^n-lj } 
— ^/n—l(^n) | b=> A B=> 1 ^  • 
So t  e  |/„_i(a[„ <„ ] • • • <A: ]) I <7 J3=> a(„ <„ <A || as desired. 
Now if ( 7  =  a ( „  ( 7 „  ]  *  •  •  l / t  I ,  then we can apply the above argument to each of 
the cr, to get the desired result. 
• 
This theorem shows that the Baldwin-Schoenberger hierarchy does indeed con­
tain the languages described by Baldwin. The next theorem states that Baldwin's 
hierarchy is completely contained in the 01 hierarchy. 
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Theorem 10 Let G* = (E, J, P, 5)*, there is a grammar, = ( f ,  j ,  P ,  
such that the 10 language, fio{S), is equal to the frontier of the 01 language, foi{S). 
Proof: First, construct G*^i as indicated in the previous section. Next, note that 
foi{S) produces the same set as the Baldwin derivation, since no substitutions take 
place during the derivation. Now apply the previous theorem. 
• . 
2.2.2 An 01 language which has no 10 grammar at any dimension 
In this section we demonstrate the existence of an 01 language which has no lO 
grammar. This language is the language of Section 1.3.6, L = |(6' ab')^'" | m > l|. 
This language is not the {n — l)st frontier of any JO n-dimensional grammar of the 
Baldwin type or Baldwin-Schoenberger type. We say of neither type because in the 
last section we showed that the 10 Baldwin-Schoenberger languages and the Baldwin 
languages are the same. We use the Baldwin definition in the rest of this section. 
Baldwin [12] showed the following facts: 
1. L is the Baldwin language defined by the grammar G} if and only if there is 
a regular grammar G such that if w is in the language of G\ then w with any 
brackets and ijS removed is in the language derived from G. 
2. L is the 1-dimensional frontier of the Baldwin language derived from the gram­
mar Gj if and only if (subject to the constraints of 1 above) there is a context-free 
grammar for L. 
3. L is the 1-dimensional frontier of the Baldwin language derived from the gram­
mar Gg if and only if (subject to the constraints of 1 above) there is an lO 
macro grammar for L. 
Fischer [27] proved that the language L does not have an 10 macro grammar. There­
fore, L does not have an 10 n-dimensional grammar for n < 3. In Section 1.3.6 we 
gave the 01 3-dimensional grammar for the language whose 1-dimensional frontier is 
L. Therefore, L does have an OI n-dimensional grammar. We will then have the fact 
that the 10 hierarchy is a proper subset of the 01 hierarchy. 
The proof uses the concept of completed grammar. Before giving the proof, we 
first define completed grammars along with the concepts necessary for the understand­
ing of their construction. The construction of a completed grammar for a Baldwin 
language requires the refinement of the definition of paths and the construction of a 
normal form grammar. 
Definition 23 A grammar, = (E, J, F, 5)*, is said to be in normal form if its 
productions are of the form F a where a = E, or G ] for some G 6 In-i 
whenever F E IN ond a = H, or H[^ G ] or for some H 6 JM+\, G 6 7M-i, o,nd 
£ Xm whenever F E Tm for all n > m > 1. 
• 
Definition 24 (Baldwin [12)) A grammar, = (S, J, P, 5)*, is said to be a com­
pleted grammar if, during any extract operation on any element of the Baldwin lan­
guage defined by G^, a piece of the structure derived from any nonterminal is copied, 
then all of the structure derived from that nonterminal is copied. 
• 
If a forest is in //*, then it is of the form a[„ ] • • • (n 'jt | and the legal paths 
i n t o  t h i s  f o r e s t  w o u l d  b e  o f  t h e  f o r m  A ,  ( n -  l ) / ) „ _ i ,  ( n -  2 ) / 9 „ _ 2 , .  . . , { k +  l ) / 9 j t + i ,  o r  k p k  
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where x  chooses the tree a[„ ] and ipi chooses the subtree at the end of the path p i  
in the forest ti. Then pi must be of the form A, (n -  (n -  2)p,',„_2,...,  {i)pi,i, 
or (* - l)/s,',,-i where A chooses the tree a[,. | from <,• and jpij chooses the subtree at 
the end of the path pi j in the j"* subforest in Combining this information we see 
that if a path, aijP, is legal, then j must be such that n-1 > j > i-l. Of course this 
does not guarantee that the particular subforest will be present, but it does guarantee 
that there will be no paths to subforests that cannot possibly be present. The next 
definition, from Baldwin [12] makes these notions more precise. 
Definition 25 The set of legal «-paths of degree k, denoted, P*, is the smallest set 
such that: 
1 .  P„" = {A}, i/n>0, 
2 .  U  i f  n > k > Q ,  
S .  P °  =  P i  i f n > 0 .  
The set of path variables of degree k, denoted, Xk, is equal to the set |  
p e p f } -
• 
Baldwin [12] gives the algorithm for construction of a normal form grammar 
from a given grammar. We give a simplified version of the algorithm given in that 
document. The algorithm is a two step algorithm. The first step is to use well known 
techniques to remove productions of the form A B where both A and B are in 
Ti- This step is not included here. The second step is the application of one of the 
transformations given below. 
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So, given a grammar, G* = (E, 7, P, 5)*, the normal form grammar, G^ = 
(Ê, j,P,S)* has 
È = E, 
1 = 1  p l u s  t h e  n e w  n o n t e r m i n a l s  a d d e d  b y  t h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s ,  
P = P minus any production not in the correct form plus those added by the trans­
formations, 
S = 5. 
Let P" be the set of all productions from P that are not already in the correct 
form. Apply one of the transformations given below to the productions in P" until 
P" is empty. The new nonterminals added by the transformations should not appear 
elsewhere in the grammar. 
Transformation 1: If —>• a[„ a ] £ P", for some A E In, and a 0 J„-i, then add 
Ai to J„_i, and A a[„ Ai ] to P. If a = E, G ), or x^_i, for some 
H £ 7n, G Ç. Tn-ï, and G X-n-i, add A2 -* cr to P otherwise add A^ o 
to P". 
Transformation 2: If .4 —> <7 e P", for some A 6 7m, for n > m > 1 and a ^ 
or a 0 Xm, add A^ to Jm+i, add A -* A^io P and if o is //, G ] or 
for some H 6 Jm+2> G e and £ X^+i add ^ a to P otherwise add 
A2 —> c to P". 
Transformation 3: If .4 —» <7[,„ r ] G P", for some A 6 7m, for n > m > 1, then 
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• If <7 0 7m.+\ and T 0 7m-\ then add to J^+i and ^3 --> 7„_i and add 
A —» A2I,, A3 ] to P. If a is the correct form for A2 G Jm+i, then add 
A2 o to P otherwise add A2 —* o to P". If r is the correct form for 
Az fm-\i then add A^ t  to P otherwise add ^3 -+ r to P". 
• If cr G Jjn+i and r 0 7m-1» then add Az to 7m-1 and add a —v cr[,„ Az ] to 
P. If T is the correct form for Az —> Im-i, then add Az r to P otherwise 
add /Is —> r  to P". 
• If <7 ^ 7m+i and T  G Im - \ I  then add A2 to Jm+i, and add A —> A^l,,  r ] to 
P. If a is the correct form for A2 € Jm+i, then add A2 ^ cr to P otherwise 
add A2 a to P". 
Since each production is of finite length, we know that this process will eventually 
terminate with P" empty. In addition, we know that the new productions add no 
nondeterminism to the grammar so the language defined by is the same as that 
defined by G*. 
We now show how to construct a completed grammar from a normal form gram­
mar. The 10 language defined by the new grammar is the same as the 10 language 
defined by the old grammar. Given a grammar = (E,7, F, 5)* in normal form, 
construct G* = (Ê, j, P, 5)* cis directed below. 
Each nonterminal in 7 is an ordered triple. The first item is a nonterminal from 
7. The second item is the dimension of the frontier at which this nonterminal first 
produces a single item from E (a singleton). The third item is a set of pairs, (xj,d), 
the set of path variables that might be derived from the nonterminal and must be 
satisfied outside of the structure derived from the nonterminal. The object copied by 
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the path variable will be a singleton for the first time at the frontier indicated by the 
dimension in the pair. 
Consider the forest, a[,, ^ ]- When the (n - l)-dimensional 
frontier is taken, the path variables from X„-i  appearing in the frontier of must be 
evaluated in the frontier of t„_i. In fact, they can only be evaluated in the frontier 
of tn-i and any part of the frontier of tn-i not copied will be discarded. In addition, 
any object copied from the frontier of <„_i will be of the form a[„_, a„-i ] where 
On-i may or may not be present. If tT„_i is not present then the object copied will 
not be discarded at the next frontier. The result of this frontier operation is a forest 
C-i 11,.-2 C-2 l'"L 'it 1 with the same observations applying to the (re - 2)-
dimensional frontier. This means that if we have a production A —> B\. C ] with 
A G Ij, B G ^+1, and C G Ij-i, then any path variables from Xj derived from B and 
not satisfied within the structure derived from B must be satisfied in the structure 
derived from C. If C is expanded so that there is a nonterminal from Tj at the end 
of each of these paths, then the grammar will be completed. It is only necessary to 
expand for the path variables from Xj since these are the only path variables which 
will be evaluated in the structure derived from C. 
Ê = E, 
ii  = {{{A, I, a))} for all A E I G N and a C V x N where V is the set of all Xs 
actually appearing in G*, and TV = {l,..., ?i}, 
P is constructed as indicated below, 
S G 7k does not occur elsewhere. 
Construct P as follows: 
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1. \ï  A a £ P where a 6 E, then for all a Ç V x # 
{{A,n,a)) aeP 
since a is a singleton and this nonterminal derives no unsatisfied path variables. 
2. If —> ijj; 6 P, then for all a Ç V x AT such that (xJt/,/) 6 a 
{{A, I,  a)) —> i j/  € P 
since is always satisfied outside of x^, and if the object which replaces x'l, is 
first a singleton at dimension /, then the object derived from this nonterminal 
will be a singleton at dimension /. 
3. If A —y B G P, then for all a Ç V x AT 
since the structure derived from A must behave as the structure derived from 
B behaves. 
4. If A —y a[„ B ] G P, then for all a Ç V x TV and n > I > 0 
{{A, I,  a)) -> a(„ {{B,l,a)) ] and {{A,n -  l,a)) a[„ {{B,n,a)) ] 6 P 
since the a will be discarded at the dimension n frontier. 
5. If >1 —> B\^, C ] E P for some n > k' > 0, then 
(a) for all a Ç V X TV, n > / > /:' and n > j > k' 
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since if B first produces a singleton at dimension I ,  n  >  I  >  k '  and C first 
produces one at dimension j, n > j > k', then A will not produce one 
until dimension k'; any path variables which must be evaluated outside of 
the structures derived from B and C must also be evaluated outside of the 
s t ruc ture  der ived  A.  
(b) for all a Ç V X TV, rt > / > A:' and k' > j > 0 
since A will not produce a singleton until C does. 
(c) for all k '  >  I  >  0 ,  ayx  and ag, Ç V x vV such that 
ocB = (a,i - Xfc. X TV) [J {(xjj,,/) I (p,/) G Pc) 
P c  =  { p \  x ^ ,  G V} X iV 
together with the £ function as defined below • 
( M , I  Ç  A  
Since B does not produce a singleton until dimension I ,  k '  >  I  > 0, it must 
derive subforests at dimension /c' + 1 or greater. Therefore, there may be 
path variables from Xki that must be evaluated in the structure derived 
from C. In addition, A will first produce a singleton when B does. The 
set Pc contains pairs, {p,d), where is a path which may be evaluated in 
the structure derived from C and d is a dimension at which the structure 
copied by the path variable will first be a singleton. The set og contains 
pairs, [x1„,d), where the only path variables from Xk' are those from pc 
which first produce a singleton at dimension /. 
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6. 5" {{S,1,0)) G P for all n > / > 1. 
7. These are all the elements of P. 
The purpose of the £ function is to evaluate the nonterminal for all the paths 
in the set p. The initial calls to £ are generated by step 5-(c) with p containing 
those paths which might be evaluated by some frontier in the structure derived from 
c. This means that if b in b[^ c ] derives a path variable from that must be 
evaluated in the structure derived from C, then ^(C, pc, q^) will have nonterminals 
from in those positions. Thus, no subpart of a structure derived from a nonterminal 
will not be copied. £ is a set of finite functions where for all A G Ik», 
p C {p \ E V} X N, and a G V x tv, ft"(-4,p, a) is the smallest set such that 
1. If i4 —> B[^„ C ] E P, then for all a, ps and pc such that 
P = Pb U I (P'O G P c )  
PB ç 
P c  ç  P ' , " - ' x N  
such that if (p, /) G PB UPc, then p is the suffix of a path in V Q 
£k"+\{B,pB,Q)\^„ (fi"-i(C,pc,a) ] Ç £k>i{A,p,a). 
The sets pg and pc? contains those pairs, [ p , d ) ,  whose paths can be evaluated 
in the structure derived from B and C respectively, and p is the set of paths 
that can be evaluated in the structure derived from A. The last line restricts 
the paths under consideration to suffixes of paths which can actually occur in 
the grammar. 
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2. If A —y B E P where A 6 Ik", B G /a"+i, then for all p Ç x N such that 
if (p, /) 6 p, then /) is the suffix of a path in and a Ç V x iV 
(ffc..+i(B,p,a) Ç £fc»(i4,p,a). 
In this situation we restrict p to those paths in the grammar which can be 
evaluated in the structure derived from B. 
3. If C 6 then for all a Ç V x AT, j G N, and /) Ç ^ {A} U {p I Z» <= Pk"i  
p ^ Pk"^^ and p is the suffix of a path in V n Xit|) x {j}, 
The structure derived from C will be a singleton at the dimension j  frontier 
and it will be copied at dimension k, so the copied object will be a singleton 
at dimension j. The set P contains those paths which could be satisfied by 
the structure derived from C. If /? = {A}, then the structure will be copied at 
dimension k frontier. If /? = 0, the structure will be dropped at the dimension 
k frontier. If # {A} and ^ 0, then the dimension k frontier might not be 
defined since C might not derive a structure in which it is possible to evaluate 
the path. 
• 
Baldwin gives the following replacement for step 3 in the £ function. Using these 
steps guarantees the existence of for all a such that S b=> a. This revision 
of the £ functions only produces something when there is an object at the end of the 
paths being evaluated. The replacement steps follow: 
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3. If C G Jki then k > k" > 0 and for all a Ç V x iV and Ç ( {A} IJ | E Pf, 
p ^ and p in the suffix of a path in V n%,}) x {j} where ^ 0 and 
a ) ,  
4. If C 6 7k" and n > k" > k, then 
and 
• 
Theorem 11 There is no 10 grammar, = (E,7, P, 5)^ such that the language 
1/ = |(6' ab'Y"" I m > l |  is the (n —1)^' frontier of the lO language derived from G^. 
Proof: If we assume that there is a grammar, G^ = (S, J, P, 5)* such that L = 
/"~'(5). We may assume that G* is a completed grammar and that /"~^(5) exists. 
A completed grammar has the property that during any copy operation, if any piece of 
a structure derived from a nonterminal is copied, then the entire structure is copied. 
We also know that to produce 2"*, m > 1, copies of any string, copying must be 
used. This means that each string from 6" a b' occurring in a string in the language 
must be generated by a different nonterminal, or the 6s must be added or dropped 
by subsequent frontier operations after the initial string is copied. If each of these 
strings is generated by a different nonterminal, then we must have an indeterminate 
number of nonterminals in the grammar. This cannot be. If 6s are added or dropped 
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by subsequent frontier operations, then to produce a string having each sequence of 
6s different from every other sequence of 6s, they must be copied into 2"* different 
places. But again the grammar must produce 2*" different objects, m > 1, none of 
which was produced by copying. Again the grammar must have an indeterminate 
number of nonterminals. 
• 
2.3 01 3-Dimensional = 01 Macro 
In this section we show that the 1-dimensional languages defined by the 2-
dimensional 01 grammars correspond to the context free languages, and the 1-
dimensional languages defined by the 1-dimensional frontiers of the 3-dimensional 
OI grammars correspond to the 01 macro languages as defined by Fischer. Since a 
2-dimensional 01 grammar contains only the Xj path variable any 01 derivation will 
be the same as the lO derivation and vice versa. This means that 01 dimension 2 is 
equal to 10 dimension 2 and since the 10 dimension 2 languages correspond to the 
context free languages [12], so do the 01 dimension 2 languages. 
For the 3-dimensional languages we will show how to construct an OI macro 
grammar from an 01 3-dimensional grammar. This is a three step process. The first 
step is the construction of a normal form grammar for the language; the second step 
is the construction of a grammar, similar to a completed grammar, which has the 
property that if a production contains the "sentential form" B[„ a j and B generates 
any path variables which are not satisfied within the structure generated by 5, then 
a will be expanded no further than the longest of these paths. In fact, each such path 
will end in a nonterminal. Finally, we show how to convert this grammar to an OI 
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macro grammar. 
The construction of a normal form grammar is given in the previous section, so 
we will assume that is in normal form and show how to construct the modified 
completed grammar. Let Gg = {E,T,P,S)^, construct the new grammar G3 = 
(Ê, j,P,5)3 as follows: 
Ê = E; 
J = those nonterminals added during the construction of P;  
S E Ik does not appear elsewhere in the grammar; 
P contains the productions indicated below. 
1. If /I —> a 6 P, then add ^4 to and A a  io  P .  
2. If A —> zj € P, then add A to 7 i  and yi —> xj to P.  
3. If A —> Xj ^ P, then add A io  % and A —» to P. 
4. If -+ P 6 P for some A E I j ,  B  E  ^+1, then add A to Tj ,  B  to fj+i  and 
A B  to  P .  
5. If ^ + 0(3 P ] € P, then add v4 to ^ and j4 a[, P ] to P. 
6. If ^ > P[, C ] G P, then add A to 71 and >1 —> P[, C ] to P. 
7. If yl —» B[j C ] G  P ,  then add A to T2 and 
(a) for each a  such that B a  E  P ,  add A —> C ] to P, 
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(b) for each B a[^ G ] £ P, add B to Is, and B -* a\^ G \io P. Finally add 
A —> 5(2 r ] to P where t Çl Hi \s built as follows. 
Define Eval-.7\ x T —> powerset^ J i )  recursively by: 
Eval[C,p) = 
{ H \ C  H  e  P V C  ^  H \ , G \ e P )  i f p  =  A  
Eval[G, p') ^GbC  H { ,  G \ e  P  ifp # A 
Then r = Co[, C7i[, • • • [, ] • • • ] ], where 
m = max jj | Eval{C, P) = 0 A 6 V| , 6 Jn, and Cj H E P' for 
every H 6 Eval{C,V). 
Theorem 12 The 01 3-dimensional language derived from constructed as indi­
cated above is the same as the OI ^-dimensional language derived from 
Proof : Using the lemma below f{S) = f{S). 
• 
Lemma 8 Let Gg = (S,/, P, 5)3, then if G3 = (Ê, j, P, 5)3 is the language con­
structed from Gg using the construction given above, and A G 7, then foiaii-^) — 
(•^)-
Proof : The proof is by induction on the number of derivation steps. 
Basis: If a 6 one derivation step, then cr = a, xj, or 1$ so ^ a, 
A -+ Zj, or -4 —> X2 3.re productions in Gg and by the construction are also in Gg. 
Clearly 
Induction Step: Assume that if a G /o/,cvj(-^) after m derivation steps, then o G 
foj,G''{-^)- Let a € Foi (,k{A) after m + I steps. 
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1. If v4 —> 5 G P is used, then a G foi.a^i^) after m steps, so c 6 5 
2. If i4 —• 0(3 B ] G P is used, then a G /o/,GJ (^) after m steps, so tr G /O/,GJ (^) ^ 
/O/.GJ (•^)* 
3. If —> 5[, C ] is used then a G /o/,gj(-®)[i  fo i ,g i i ^ )  I  l^ss than m + 1 steps, 
so CT G /o/,G*(-®)li /oy,G^I - /o/,G*(-^)' 
4. If A —» B[j C ] and B—^a'is used, then a G a[, foi.aii^) 1 by less than m steps 
and so t7 G a(, foj^a^C) ] Ç 
5. If i4 G 5(2 C ] and 5 -> 0(3 G | is used, then a  G f o i ,G^^ i ^ ) fo i . c ^A^ ) -  From 
the induction hypothesis, we know that /O/,GT(^) G /O/,G*(^)- I" addition, 
if I2 appears in /o/,gj(^)' then it will be replaced by an object located at 
p in a tree from /o/,gj(^)* The replacement tree will be one derived from 
a nonterminal in Eval{C,p). But (r)^ is C\p\ where C\p\ —» H for all H G 
Eval{C,p) is a production in P'. Combining this information, we see that 
fo i ,g^{^)^  for ,g^{^)  Ç (/o;,G*(^)^/o/,G*('')) G /O;,GS(^)-
Therefore, foi,G^^{A) Q fo,,c^^{A). 
We next show that - /o/,gj(^)-
Basis: If a G /o/,g*(^) by one derivation step, then a = a, x^, or Xj- So .4 -+ a, ^ > 
Xj, or yi —> X2 are productions in P' and are therefore in P. Therefore, o G foi.a^A). 
Induction Step: Assume that is a G /o/,g*(-^) after less than m derivation steps, then 
cr G /o/,Gj(-^)- Let a G foi,G^{A) after m+1 steps. 
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1. If v4 B is used, then a  e  /o/,g*(^) m steps, so cr 6 /o/,c7*(^) Ç 
2. If ^ > 0(3 B ] is used, then a G /o/,ô*(-®) after m steps, so a E fo/,G^(^) C 
3. If ^ > B[^ C ] is used, the a G /o/,gj(^)Ii /o;,gj(^) ] t>y less than m + 1 steps, 
so cr 6 /oy,(îj(-6)(i 1 G 
4. If ^ • ajj C ] is used, then there exist B E 7z such that B —* a E P and 
A —> B\^ C ] E P. From this we know 
^ ^ /o;,c;j(°l2 ^1) G 0(3 foi,G^{^) 1 
^ ^l: foi,g^{^) 1 
G /o/,G*(^)-
5. If ^ > 5(3 r ] is used, then there exist B E 7z such that 5 —> 0(3 G ] G P, 
A -+ B\^ C ] E P and B a\^ G ] E P'. In addition, T is such that 
(r)p = Cj and Cj H E P for all H G Eval{C,V). Therefore, a G 
foi,G^S^U ^ ]) = /o/,Gj (^) ST ^/-Gî ^here foj ,G^AB) G and if 
xl^ appears in then if (r)p is defined, some tree in foi,G^A^) will 
have an object at V. Therefore, a G Ç 
• 
Theorem 13 L is the 1-dimensional frontier of the 01 language defined by = 
(E,/,P, 5)3 if  and only if there is an OI macro grammar for L. 
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Proo f  : If L is an OI  macro grammar, then the transformation described in Bald­
win [12] will produce an OI 3-dimensionaI grammar for the language. We give a 
slightly different construction here. 
If L  has 01  macro grammar G = (S, 7 , V, p ,  S ,  P )  where S is the set of terminals, 
J is the set of terminals, V is the set of arguments, p is the ranking function for 7, 
S is the start symbol and P is the set of productions in 01 standard form, then 
hypertree grammar Gg = (E', J', P', S")^ as indicated below is the desired grammar. 
E'= SUf*}, 
7/ = 0, ^2 = 0, and 71 -- 7, 
P'  is the set of productions constructed below, 
5'= S .  
The productions in P are in 01  standard form so they are in one of the following 
forms: 
1.  F ^ X \ ^  ,  ,  ,  ^ ^ n )  ^  G ^ H  ,  .  .  .  ,  X n ) ,  .  .  ,  H  m  (^1 î • • • » ^m) ) , for 77Z, 7% ^ 0, 
2. F{xi,... ,!„) —> 7/, 7/ e (E U V)', for n > 0. 
So the productions in P'  are constructed as follows: 
1. If F ,  .  .  .  ,  Xf i ^  ^  G  {^H Xn) Î • • • 7 am(^li • • • Î^m))) for 771, 71 ^ 0 IS a 
production in P, then P'  has the production: 
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f  *-3 
*-2 1 H-
i . f -1  x )  * -2  1  •  1  e t ]  î  
^H.. a:H 
x i  ' Z^l. 
' 4-| i\ 
xî 
2. If f {x i , ..., x„) T], 1] Ç. (E U ^)') for n > 0 is a production in p,  then p '  has 
the production: 
f  -> 
•? 
'72-1. 
• ^l-rhl 
where 77,• = if r/,- G E, and 77,- = if r)i — Xj. 
If l  is the 1-dimensional frontier of an oi  3-dimensional grammar, then l  has a 
modified completed grammar G* = {i1,7,p,s)^. We construct an 01 macro gram­
mar, g' = [t,',t',v',p\s',p\) as follows: 
S' = E, 
r = {5',£>}u / X {1,2} X {1,2,3} X {0,1,2,3}™+', 
y = {yo,-.-)2/m} where y, does not appear elsewhere in the grammar, and m — 
max{j I x\' is in the grammar }, 
p' maps all I'  to m. 
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5' does not appear elsewhere in the grammar, 
P' contains the productions described below. 
Each nonterminal in the grammar is an m + 3-tuple ((.4, j, gq, ..., 0^)). The 
first object is the nonterminal with which the production is associated. The object in 
the second position indicates whether or not this nonterminal produces a singleton. 
The object in the third position represent whether the frontier produces a singleton, 
a string ending in ij, or a string not ending in ij. And the objects in the last m + 1 
positions represent whether the the object copied by this path variable produces a 
singleton, a string ending in xj, or a string not ending in Xj. A zero in one of the last 
m + \ positions means that the argument associated with that path variable is not 
used. In the nonterminal ((^, i,y, cq, ..., the pair (î,y) may be interpreted using 
the table below. The xs indicate those combinations which make sense and are used 
in the grammar. 
1: f{A) is a sin­
gleton 
2: f{f{A)) is a 
string ending in 
3=1 
3: f{f{A)) is a 
string not ending 
in 
1; A produces a 
singleton X 
2; A does not 
produce a single­
ton 
X X X 
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The productions in P' are given by the rules which follow. We use the notation 
Qi for ^0) • • • Î ®TTi • 
1. If ^ > a € P, for /I G /s, and a € E, then for all a 
2. If .4 —t ij e P, for A Çi 7\,  then for all a 
((>l,2,2,a))(y)-AGP', 
3. If .4 — X2 ^ P, for A Çi Ti, and p — V then for all a such that ay ^ 0 
(K2,ay,a»(77)-.%ef', 
4. \ î  a  —* b  ç.  p ,  then for all a the following are in P' 
p,l,l,a))(y) -> ((5,l,l,a})(y) 
(M,2,l,a))(y) -> ((B,2,l,a))(y) 
((>l,2,2,a))(y) -> ({fi, 2,2, a))(y) 
(U,2,3,a))(y) ((B, 2,3, a))(y), 
5. If ^4 —> 0(3 5 ] 6 P, then for all a the following are in P' 
P,2,l,a))(y) -> ((B,l,l,â})(y) 
(M,2,l,a))(y) ((g,2,l,a»(y) 
(M,2,2,^)(y) ((g,2,2.o))(y) 
(M,2,3,o))(y) -> ((B,2,3,o)>(y), 
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6. If i4 —> fi|j C ] 6 p,  then for all a the following are in p '  
(M,2,3,a)>(i7) {(5,l,l,a))(y)((C,l,l,a})(y) 
((A,2,3,a))(y) —• ((5,l,l,^)(y)((C,2,l,a))(y) 
((A,2,2,a))(i/) ((B,l,l,a))(y)((C,2,2,a))(y) 
((A, 2,3,^)0/) —k ((B,l,l,o»(y)((C,2,3,o»(y) 
(M,2,3,a))(y) ((B,2,l,a))(y)((C,l,l,^)(y) 
((yl,2,3,a))(y) —^ ((5,2,l,4(y)((C,2,l,a»(y) 
<M,2,2,a)>(!7) ((g,2,l,o»(y)«C,2,2,G))(y) 
(M,2,3,o))(i/) ((g,2,l,0»(i7)«C,2,3,a))(y) 
<(yl,2,3,a))(i7) ((B,2,2,0»(y)((C,2,2,o))(y) 
((A,2,3,a))(y) ((5,2,2,â))(y)((C,l,l,â))(y) 
((A,2,2,a))(y) ((g,2,l,o)>(i/)((C,2,2,a)>(i7) 
((yl,2,3,4(y) —> {(5,2,2,a))(y)((C,2,3,a)){y) 
((yl,2,3,a))(y) ((5,2,3,a))(y), 
7. If /I —• 0(2 C ] G p,  then for all a the following are in p '  
p,2,l,a))(y) ^ ((C,l,l,a))(y) 
(M, 2,1, &))(%/) -> ((C,2,l,^)(y) 
(K2,2,a»(i7) -) ((C,2,2,ô))(i/) 
<M,2,3,o»(i/) ((C,2,3,o))(i/), 
8. If —» £[3 T  ]  E  p,  such that T  = Co[, •••[, C'y ] • • • ] where C, 6 ^ for 
> J > 0, then for all a, 6 = bo , . . .  , b j , 0 , . . .  , 0 ,  and c  -  CQ, ... ,CJ,0,... ,0 the 
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following are in P' 
((A,2,i,^))(y)-> 
{{B,2,l,b)){{{Co,co,bo,S} ) { y ),. . . ,{{Cj , C j ,b^ , a ) ) { y ),D,.. . ,D,) 
«B, 2,2,6)>(«Co, CO, 6o, ô:»(!/) ((Q, cy, 6,-, o)) (f/), D D, ) 
p,2,3,a))(y) ^ 
((B,2,3,6»(((Co,co,6o,a)>(i7),...,((Cj,cj,6;,a))(y),D D,), 
9. 5' -> { {S , i , j \ 6 ) )  for all i , j \  
10. These are all of the productions. 
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3 MORE ABOUT THE NATURE OF THE 01 
LANGUAGES 
In this chapter we investigate further the 01  grammars. The first section shows 
that there is a completed grammar form for the 01 languages. This grammar form 
is very close to that for the lO languages. The next section concerns the closure 
properties of these languages. The most important result of this section is that they 
are closed under intersection with the regular languages as defined by Baldwin. In 
the third section we show how to remove dead symbols from the grammars. Finally, 
we describe an extension of the n-dimensional grammars that allows the definition of 
grammars for a larger class of languages. 
3.1 01  Completed Grammars and Related Theorems 
There is also a completed grammar for the OI  languages. The major difference 
between the OI completed grammar and the lO completed grammar is the expansion 
of C in productions of the form A —» B(„_i C ]. If the nonterminal B has productions 
of the form B —> a|„ G |, then any derivation from B\,,_^ C j which uses this production 
will use f{G)^f{C). The lO completed grammar replaces the nonterminal C by 
trees, each of which is an expansion of C along all paths appearing in the structure 
derived from G and not satisfied in that structure. If we do this for the 01 completed 
grammar, we do not get OI substitution. So, we replace C by a tree which has 
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nonterminals at the end of each such path. These nonterminals will have productions 
of the form Cp H where H is any nonterminal located at (C)^. This preserves 
the 01 substitution. Productions of the form C ] where k < n — 1 still use the 
same evaluation strategy as the lO completed grammar, since no substitution will be 
made from these structures until after the first 01 frontier is taken. All subsequent 
frontiers are necessarily 10 since the substitution is of a single tree into a single tree. 
Definition 26 A grammar, G* = (E,/, P, 5)*, is said to be an OI completed gram­
mar if ,  during any extract operation on any element of the 01 language defined by 
G*, a piece of the structure derived from any nonterminal is copied, then all of the 
structure derived from that nonterminal is copied. 
Theorem 14 If = (E,/, P, 5)^ is an 01 n-dimensional grammar, then there is 
an 01 completed grammar of dimension n, = (Ê, J,  P, 5)^, defining the same 
language. 
Proof ; Without loss of generality, assume that is a normal form grammar. The 
grammar G* has 
Ê = E, 
f = {{(-4,i ,a)) I A G Tk>ii € TV,a Ç V x N} where N = {1, 2 , . . . , n}, k' € N and V 
is the set of %s actually appearing in the grammar together with the nontermi­
nals added at step 6, 
P is the set of productions described below, 
S E 7k does not appear elsewhere in the grammar. 
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P contains the following productions: 
1. If i4 —> a 6 P, for A e a G S, then for all a Ç V x TV, 
{{A,n,a)) a Çl  P. 
2. If A x1, 6 P, for A G x^, 6 then for all a Ç V x AT such that 
G a, 
((^,2, a)) -> x'l, G P. 
3. If /I -> aj„ jB ] G P, for >1 G 5 G Jn-i, a G E, then for all a Ç V x jV, 
and for all a Ç V x TV, 
(M, n-l,  a)) -> a[„ {{B, n, a)) ] G P. 
4. If j4 —»• 5 G P, for j4 G J5 G a G E, then for all a Ç V x TV, 
z G •(l,..., , 
(M,,,a»-.<(B,%,a)>G A 
5. If yi —> C ] G P, for A G C G ^'-i, 5 G Tk'+i, 1 ^  A:' < tî — 2, then 
(a) for all a Ç V X TV, A:' < I < n, and A:' + 1 < j < n, 
(KA:',a)) «B,%,«»[,, ((C,;,(%)) j G P, 
(b) for all a Ç V X TV, A:' < Î < n, and 1 < j < k ' ,  
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(c) for all 1 < Î < k', and and og Ç V x such that 
aj3 = (a/i - X*. X iV)[J{(x^,,z) I (p,î) 6 pf.} 
PC = {p I It. G V} X AT, 
using the S functions defined on page 83 for 10 completed grammars 
{{A,i,aA)) -> ((5,1,Ob))!,, (fjt'._i(C,pr,a>i) ] Ç P, 
6. If /I —> B\„_, C I then, 
(a) for all a Ç V X TV, 
{{A,n - l,a)) ^ ((5,n,a))[„_, ((C7,n,a)) ] E P, 
(b) for all a Ç V X iV, 1 < y < n - 1, 
{{A,j\a)) -> ((fî,n,û!))(„_, {{C,j,a)) ] 6 P, 
(c) for all u a  and a^ÇV x N , n — l > i > l  such that 
Ob = (a^ - Xn-i X TV) I (/9,2) 6 pr} 
P C  =  { p \  G V} X 
where 7'c,p, .,a^ is as described below, 
{{A,i,aA)) -» rc ,p,,.,»^ ] € P, 
7. S ^ ((g,%,0)) G P for all ie N 
8. These are all of the elements of P. 
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The forest rc,p,.,a.; is constructed in a manner similar to that used to construct 
the forest r  in the proof that the 3-dimensional 01 languages correspond to the 01 
macro languages. This forest has at the end of each path from that might be 
derived from B, a new nonterminal having productions that generate the set of forests 
at (7'r,p,.,a^)p- Sval evaluates the nonterminal C for the path p and produces the set 
of nonterminals at the end of the path. 
Sval : 7 j  X {Pllli X N) x  powersei(V x iV) —> power set is defined recursively 
by: 
£val{C,[X,i),o) = {((//, Î, a)) | C7 G P, or C - Hl_, G\eP] for C G 
£val{C, (A, î), a) D £val{H, (A,i), a) for C G A: < n - 2, for all H 6 Ik+i such that 
c  H[, G ] e  P O T  a  H e  P, 
£val[C,{kp,i),a) D £val{G,{p,i),a) Î O T  C E Ik, k < n-2, for all G G Ik - I  such that 
c - ^ h i g ] e p ,  
£val{C,{jp,i),a) D £val{H, {jp,i),a) for C e fk, k > j > n -  2, for all H € fk+i 
such that C —> GjG/'orC —* H E P, 
The only 01 substitutions are at the (n - 1) frontier. For subsequent frontiers the 
tree is fully expanded so the substitutions are those of a single tree into a single tree. 
It is for this reason that the £ function is used to expand the subforests at dimension 
less that n — 1, and the £val function must be used for the subforests at dimension 
n — 1. 
As in the 10 case, if a structure derived from a nonterminal is copied, then all 
of that structure is copied. If a G /(((>!, i, a))), then a 6 f{A) and the set of path 
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variables derived from A and not satisfied in the structure derived from ^ is a subset 
of a. In addition, if a £ f{A), then there is a nonterminal such that a € f{{{A,i,a))). 
• 
Baldwin uses the completed grammars to prove a series of theorems which show 
that the lO grammars can be simplified considerably. The simplification involves 
restricting the paths to a certain subset of {1,..., (n — 1)}" and restricting the degree 
to the terminals. If we are only interested in the (n - /rjth frontier of the language, 
then all nonterminals of degree k or greater can be moved to degree n or ra - 1 and 
all paths of dimension A: -f- 1 or greater need only be from {(n - 1)}'. These paths are 
linear paths and the grammar is said to be linear at dimension k + I. These results 
also hold for the 01 languages. 
Theorem 15 If L = for some n-dimensional grammar, = (S, J, P, 5)*', 
M M AT II 
then there is a grammar G„ = (E, J,P, 5)„ , such that li  = ^  for all n — 1 > i > k 
and L = f' '- ' '{S). 
Proof : Without loss of generality assume that G*' is a completed grammar for L 
and let Tj be the tree which has (r)^ = if is in the grammar and + otherwise. 
Construct the grammar G* = (S, J, P,5)* as follows: 
Ê =  S U { * } ,  
7i = {Ji)k<i<n-i and = ^- if A: > Î > 0, or Î = n, 
P is as indicated in the construction below, 
S = S. 
P contains the following productions: 
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1. If —> a, for A E ?i, k > t > 0, and t  = n, then P contains A —* a. 
2. If A —y a, for A E /il  n > t > k, then P contains 
^ *L *L-i *1.-: ••• * l,+ . « ][.• 7". ] ' " ]L-3 '•n-3 ] ]L_o r„_2 ] t ^ - i  ]. 
The productions of the completed grammar have the property that a does not ref­
erence any object outside of itself until the ith frontier. At this point, the enclosing 
brackets will be gone. So we see that L = as desired. 
• 
Corollary 2 If L— for some n-dimtnsional grammar, = (E, J, P, 5)^', 
then there is a grammar, G„ = (S, ,  such that ^ = 0 if  i  ^ n and i  ^  n -  I 
and L = f^~^{S). 
Proof : Replace n - A: by n - 1 in the previous theorem. 
• 
Corollary Z If L = f"~''{S), for some n-dimensional grammar, G*' = (S, J, P, 5)*', 
with k' > k, then there is a grammar, GJJ = (Ê, P, 5)^, such that L = /"~*(5). 
Proof : If A:' > k, then the theorem places S Ç. In or j„_i and k" = n or n -  1 \n the 
previous theorem. If k" = n, then the corollary is true. If A:" = n - 1, then 5 6 Jn is 
new symbol with production 5 —> [„ 5 ]. 
• 
Theorem 16 If L = f"~''{S) for some n-dimensional grammar G*' = (E,7,P, 5)^', 
then there is a grammar, G^ = (Ê, J,  P, such that 
where k' + 1 > k" > 1. 
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Proof : The grammar GJJ = (L,f,P,S)" is as follows: 
S =  S U i * } ,  
Ti = ^ for n > Î > 0, and = /n U {, 
> =  p u { s - « l „  • I . - ,  • • • ' U  • S I - - - I I } .  
S does not occur elsewhere in the grammar. 
Since A:' + 1 > A:" > 1, the added production is well formed, and at the k'ih frontier 
the language defined by G" will be: *(j_, • • • + |^„ L ) • • • ] j. 
• 
As stated previously, if the languages of interest are the string languages only, 
then we do not need to consider all possible paths for the path variables. We need 
only consider those paths from {{k — 1)}' for each set of path variables appearing 
in the grammar. More formally: 
Definition 27 The set of linear paths of dimension n denoted, LP„, is defined by 
LP„ = {(n-l)}-. 
The set of linear path variables of dimension n denoted, LX„, is defined by LX„ = 
« I /J e LP„}. 
A grammar, G*, is linear at dimension i ,  if 6 LXj for all j  > i.  
A grammar, G^, is a linear grammar, if  i t  is linear at dimension 1. 
• 
Theorem 17 If L = f"~''{S), for G^' = [Ti,T,P,S)^, then there is a linear gram­
mar, G*" = (Ê, j ,  P, 5)^", at dimension k+1 such thai L = 
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Proof : Assume that G*' = (E, /, P, 5)^' is a completed grammar for L. Then G*" = 
(S, J,P, S)^" as indicated below is a linear grammar at dimension fc + 1. 
Ê =  S U { * } ,  
f 
P is as indicated in the construction below, 
5 = 5 .  
Order the Xs at each dimension greater than k. Refer to the first x'^,,  by 7r,y, the 
second by 7rf , for n > A:" > A: + 1. Then P has the following productions. 
1. If J4 —> J5 6 f, for B Ç: T \J S, then A —> B E P-
2. If —> a[„ a ] 6 P, for a 6 2, then a € a[„ a ] € P. 
3. In ^ > B\. a ] e P, for 5 € ^+i, n > i > k, and B = {{F,j,0)) and i  > j > 0, 
then A -> B[. Co[,._, •••[,._, C„i ]•••]]] e P where Q is * if {nl,j) is 
not in P for any j\ and C/ is the nonterminal (a)^ where tt/ = if if (7r/,y) G 0. 
If 5 = {{F,j,(3)), then the structure generated by 5 is a singleton after the 
dimension j frontier and any set of variables appearing in this structure and not 
satisfied within it is a subset of (3. This means that these Xj will be satisfied 
in a, so a is replaced by the indicated structure which has the nonterminals 
correctly placed. If n > j > i, the structure generated by B will be a singleton 
before the îth frontier. This means that the structure generated by a will be 
used, as is, in the frontier and not as a substitution set. Therefore, if n > j > 0, 
then A B\. a\e. P. 
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4. lî  A B[. a ] G P, for J5 € ^+i and k > i > 0, then ^ a ] E P. 
5. If ^ > xf 6 P, for n > i > k, then A —> € P where xf = ttJ. 
6. If yl —> xf € f, for A: > Î > 1, then A —> xf E P. 
A simple induction proof shows that L = 
• 
Corollary 4 There is a linear grammar for all of the 01 string languages. 
Proof : Replace k by 1 in the previous theorem and note that the paths on the variables 
in Xj and Xi are always linear. 
• 
3.2 Closure Properties for the 01 Languages 
This section concerns the closure properties of the 01 n-dimensional languages. 
First we show that they are closed under unions, next we show that they are not closed 
under intersection with another O/-language, but they are closed under intersection 
with the regular n-dimensional languages. 
Theorem 18 Let = (E, J, P, 5)* and G*' = (E', J', P', be OI grammars, 
then there exists an 01 grammar G*" = (È, J,  P, 5)*" such that f{S) = f{S) U f{S').  
Proof : Let G^' be as follows: 
t  =  E U S ' ,  
^ U h" = U where k" = min(A:,A:'), 
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P i  =  P i U P l U  { S  -V 5,5-> 5'}. 
Clearly this is a grammar for f { S ) .  
• 
It is not possible to define an OI grammar for the intersection of two 01 n-
dimensional languages. Consider the well known context free languages; 
{a"6"'c'" i n> l,m> 1} 
and 
{a"* 6"" c" I n > 1, m > 1}. 
These languages have 01 grammars of dimension 2 but their intersection 
{a" 6" c" I n > 1} 
does not wince it in not a context free language. The next theorem uses the techniques 
of the completed grammar to show that the 01 n-dimensional languages are closed 
under intersection with the regular n-dimensional languages. Remember that the 
regular n-dimensional languages are those produced using the Baldwin derivation 
rule b=> as defined in Section 22 on page 71. 
Theorem 19 If L = by an OI derivation from the n-dimensional grammar 
G!^ = (E, J,P, 5)*', and M is the language defined using the Baldwin derivation 
technique from the grammar, = (E', J', P', 5')^, for k < n - 1, then there is an 
01 n-dimensional grammar G* = (Ê,such that Lf]M = f"~''(S) by an OI 
derivation. 
Proof : Assume that G*' and G* are normal form grammars. Then construct G^ = 
as follows; 
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S = (S'nS) U {a S 2 I a|,, C ] is a rhs for some C G fn-i}, 
Ti = {{{A,A'J,a))} for ail A > i > 1, /i £ A' G l e N, &nd a Ç V x T' x N, 
where V is the set of all Xs actually appearing in and used in one of the 
frontier operations, and N = ,n}, 
îi = {((j4,i4',/,a))} for all n > z > A:, ^ G J, A' € I-, I E N, and a C V x P x N ,  
P is defined in the construction below, 
S does not appear elsewhere in the grammar. 
The new grammar has the following properties: 
• If {{A,A',j,a)) G / and/3 G f{{{A,A',j,a))),then/3 G f{A) and yl' b=> 
where /?' is 13 with all xf that reference a subtree outside of /? replaced by a struc­
ture derived from F' such that (xf,F',j) G a. 
• If (xf, F',j) G a then if zf is in the structure derived from {{A, A',j, a)) and must 
be satisfied outside of that structure, it will be replaced by a subtree generated 
from a nonterminal {{C, F',j,a')) for some C and a'. 
• The j represents the level of the first frontier operation for l3' that returns a 
singleton. 
P is as follows: 
1. li A a E P and .4' —• a G for a G S U 2', ^4 G J„, and A' G J/, then for all 
Q Ç V X I' X N 
{{A,A',n,a)) —» a G f. 
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The nonterminal {{A,A',n,a)) derives a, a Ç. f{A) and A' B=> In 
addition, this nonterminal derives no unsatisfied path variables and a is a sin­
gleton. 
If A Xj £ P and A' -* Xj E P' for A 6 Ij, and A' € then for all 
a C S7 X ?' X N 
{{A,A',j\a)) -> e P. 
In this case j < k and the path variable is not involved in any of the frontier 
operations and is thus treated as a terminal by the frontier operation. 
\f A —* Xj e P for A Ç. Ij, j > k, then for all F' 6 I G N, and a Ç V x f x TV 
such that {xj,F'J) € a 
{ { A , F ' , l , a ) ) - ^ x ' j e P .  
These path variables will take part in the frontier operation and xj is generated 
by this nonterminal so {XJ,F',l) must be in each A for each F', and 1. If the 
object replacing XJ is first a singleton at dimension /, then the object derived 
from this nonterminal will be a singleton at dimension /. 
I t  A B  €  P  a n i d  A '  B '  e  P '  f o r  A G  l i ,  B  e  A '  G and B' e 
for k > i > 0, then for all a Ç V x x and I G N 
{{A,A',l,a))^{{B,B',l,a))eP. 
The structure derived from A must behave as the structure derived from B. 
If A B E  P foT A E  Ti, B E  ^+i, and n > i > k, then for all / E  N, 
a Ç V X J' X iV, and F' G ^ 
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If a forest derived from Gk~i ](n_2 Gk-2 ]•••(, Gi ] in the /c-dimensional 
grammar is the (n — 1 — A:)-dimensional frontier of a forest derived in the n-
dimensional grammar, then the (n — 1 - A:)-dimensional frontier of the forest 
derived from A must be the same same forest as that directly derived from F'. 
6. If A —> a[„ B ] E P, then for all a Ç V x f x jV, n > / > 1, and F' G II 
along with 
- l,û)) 6 a|„ {{B,F',n,a)) J. 
If the structure derived from {{B,F'J,a)) is not a singleton until after the nth 
frontier, then the structure derived from ({A, F',l,a)) will be one at the same 
frontier. If {{B, F',n,a)) is a singleton immediately, then a[„ {{B,F',n,a)) ] will 
be one at the (n — l)-frontier. 
7. If v4 B[^ C ] and A' -* B'{^ C ] E P ' , Î O T  k  >  j  >  1, then for all a Ç Vx J'x 
and l,mE N such that i = min(y,/,m) 
If y = min(j,/,m), then the structure derived from{{B,B',l,a))\. ((C, C, m, a)) j 
will be a singleton at the jth frontier and it will be the value of the structure de­
rived from ((C, C, m, a)). If / or m is the minimum, then at the structure derived 
from ((C, C, m, a)) will be used in the jth frontier so the resulting structure will 
be a singleton at the Ith frontier. Also since k > j > I, this frontier is not taken 
during the calculation of f"~^~''{{{A,A',i,a))). 
I l l  
8. If i4 -> 5[„_, C ] € P and A' —> a[„_, C" ] 6 P', then A: = n - 1 and 
(a) If B —> a 6 P for a G E' n then for n — 1 > / > 1 
and 
((C,C",»,a)) ]e A 
If 5 —> a then the structure derived from A and A' will be in the both 
languages if the structures derived from a[„_, C ] and C ] are. 
(b) if B —> 6[„ G ], then for all n - 1 > / > 1, and as Ç V x J' x iV, and 
Pc Ç Pn-i X J' X iV such that 
ag = W - (%»_! X f X N))U{K_i,C",,) I € pc} 
P c  Ç  { p \ x ' „ _ , e V } x r x N  
using the £val function defined below to construct Tc,p,,,aA 
{{A,A\î,aA)) -* {{B,A',i,aB))l.t ] Ç P. 
If 5 —> 6!„ G ] then the structure generated by B will use the structure 
generated by C for substitution. This structure must be the same as that 
derived from A'. The unresolved in this structure will be replaced by 
structures derived from F' G I' such that {Xn-\,F',j) € a and {{C, F',j, a)) 
is generated by the nonterminal in that position in rc,p,,.,a^-
9. If a —» B\j C ] E P, n - 1 > j > k, then 
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(a) for all ft Ç V X J' X AT, F' G n > i > j, and n> I > j 
If both {{B, F', i, a)) and {(C, F', /, a)) derive structures which are singletons 
before the j'th frontier, then the entire structure will be a singleton at the 
jth frontier. 
(b) for all ft Ç V X J' x N, F' G n > i > j, and j > I > 1 
If {{C,F',l,a)) derives a structure which is not a singletons until after the 
jth frontier and {{B,F',i,a)) is one before the j'th frontier, then the entire 
structure will be a singleton at the Ith frontier. 
(c) for all u a  and u b  Ç  ^  x  P  x  N ,  F '  e  7/, j  > i  >  1 ,  and p c  Ç P j ~ ^  x P  x N  
such that 
Û B  =  [ a A - [ X j  X  f  X  N ) ) [ j [{x''j,C\i) \ { p , C , i )  e  P c )  
P C  G  { p \ x ' ^ e V } x r x N  
and using the S function defined below. 
These structures take part in the frontiering after the initial derivation 
frontier. So, any substitutions will be lO and thus the £ function produces 
a set of trees each of which is a tree with all paths from /*/"', that might 
be evaluated in the structure derived from C, expanded. 
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10. If v4 —^ C ] E Pi n — \ k 1 then 
(a) for all a Ç V X 7' X AT, F 6 71 
(M, r, n - 1, a)) -> p, y, n, a))(„_. ((C, f, n, a)) ] G P. 
(b) for all a Ç V X /' X A^, F' G J/ and 1 < j < n - 1 
(c) for all ciA and qb Ç V x f x A^, F' g zi - 1 > j > 1, and pc Ç 
P"Ii X T' X N such that 
OCB = {ua- (X„.i X 7' X N))[j{{x^„_i,C',i) \ {p,C,i) epc} 
PC Ç {f I zLi 6 V} X y X N 
and using the Sval function defined below to construct rc,p,.,a^. 
These structures take part in the initial derivation frontier. So, any substi­
tutions will be Ol and thus the £val function produces a set of trees each 
of which is a tree with all paths from Pj ~\ that might be evaluated in the 
structure derived from C, expanded. 
11. 5 ((5,5',î,0)) e P for all i G N. 
12. These are all of the productions in P. 
The purpose of the £ function is to evaluate the nonterminal for all the paths 
in the set p. The initial calls to £ are generated by step 9-(c) with p containing 
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those paths which might be evaluated by some frontier in the structure derived from 
C. This means that if B in B\^ C ] derives a path variable from Xk that must be 
evaluated in the structure derived from C, then £{C,Pc.,aA) will have nonterminals 
from in those positions. Thus, no subpart of a structure derived from a nonterminal 
will not be copied. S is a set of finite functions where for all A G /i», 
and a Ç V x J' x TV, a) is the smallest set such 
that 
1. If /I B\^„ C ] 6 P, then for all a, ps and pc such that 
P = PB U {{k"p-,C,l) I (/>,C,/) e Pc) 
PB Ç Pf'"' X 7' X TV 
P c  Ç  P k " ~ ^  x r ' x N  
such that if {p,C,l) G P bD pc, then p is the suffix of a path in Vn%t 
£k"+i{B,pB,a)[^„ £k"-i{C,pc,a) ] C £k"{A,p,a). 
2. IÎ A —y B e P where A G Tk", B £ then for all p Ç P^'^^ x 7' x N such 
t h a t  i f  { p ,  C ,  I )  €  p ,  t h e n  p  i s  t h e  s u f f i x  o f  a  p a t h  i n  V  Q  a n d  a  C  V  x  P  x  N  
£k"+i{B,p,a) Ç £k"{A,p,a). 
3. If C 6 Tk», then for all a Ç V x f x TV, F'li when I < k, or F' 6 71 when / > A, 
a n d  i  G  N ,  
and 
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The forest, 7'c,p,.,a^) is constructed in a manner similar to that used in the com­
pleted grammar. This forest has, at the end of each path from f that might be 
unresolved in the structure derived from B, a new nonterminal having productions 
that generate the set of forests at £val evaluates the nonterminal C for 
the path p and produces the set of nonterminals at the end of the path. 
Sval : 7j X [Pnl\ X ?' y. N) X power set{V x T' x N) power set is defined 
recursively by: 
£val{C,{\,F',i),a) = ,i,a)) | C -> // G P, or C ^ G ] 6 P} for C € 
^n-2, 
£ v a l { C , { X , F ' , i ) , a )  D  £ v a l { H ,  { \ ,  F ' , i ) , a )  for Ce i < « - 2, for all H € Jj+x 
s u c h  t h a t  C  — »  H \ .  G \ e P  o r  C - ^ H £ P ,  
£ v a l { C , { k p , F ' , i ) , a )  D £ v a l { G , { p , F ' , i ) , a )  for Ce j < n - 2, for all G e Ij-i 
such that C -> H[^. G | € P, 
£ v a l { C , { k p , i ) , a )  D £val{H , { k p , i ) , a )  for C E j >  k  >  n  -  2, for all H e Ij+i 
s u c h  t h a t  C  - >  H \ .  G ] e P  o r  C - ^ H e P ^  
• 
3.3 Removal of Dead Symbols from the 01 Grammars 
Another topic of interest is the removal of dead symbols. Baldwin has already 
done this for the 10 languages. In fact, the completed 10 grammars which use the 
modified £ function have the additional property that is defined for all a in 
the language. 
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A symbol / E 2Â is dead if it cannot generate a tree in H^_^. Consider the 
grammar with productions S —> *[3 F\^ D ] ], and F —> *[3 a ]. This grammar defines 
the 01 language {a}. D is a dead symbol but F is not. In an 01 grammar, a dead 
symbol is only important if it must be used in a derivation. The definition of a dead 
symbol in an OI grammar is an extension of that of Fischer [27], 
Definition 28 Let = {E, 7, P, S)^ be an 01 grammar. Let V„_i be the set of 
path variables from Xn-\ that actually appear in G*_i. For each r) E #%_i, let = 
{Zn-i I appears in 7 7 } .  A symbol Fj 6 Ij is dead relative to a set V e V^-i, if 
f o r  n o  T ]  €  w i t h  V , ,  Ç  V  i s  r /  E  f { F ) .  
F is dead if it is dead relative to V„_i. 
• 
Lemma 9 Let = (S,/,P, 5)^ be an 01 n-dimensional grammar. It is decidable 
for each F E Jj and each V E V„_i whether or not F is dead relative to V. 
Proof: Given G* = (E,J, P, 5)*, construct the grammar G"l} = (S, j, P, 
where 
S= where * and 6 are symbols not appearing elsewhere in the grammar, 
7k = 7k, 7„-i = 7„-i U j'S',Dj, where S and D are symbols not appearing elsewhere 
in the grammar, 
Pk = Pk, Pn-\ =  P n - i U j ' ?  * ( „  • • •  *  1 , + .  ^  ]  • • •  ]  I L - i  T ]} where r is a tree 
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in Hn_i such that for all p 6 V 
('•). = 6 ifzLi G V 
D ^ V. 
F  is dead relative to V if and only if f [ S )  = 0. This is a decidable property since 
is a regular set. Suppose f{S) ^ 0, then there exists t G such that 
! e /(S) 
=  / ( * L  * L - .  *  U i  ^  
= *l„-i - ' ' * (y+, jTCf) ].. O I  
!L. r ]) 
/ ( r X  
oi T .  For So there must be // 6 such that r )  G f { F )  and t  =  •  •  •  *  r j  ]  
those Xn-i appearing in rj, it must be that {t)^ = S since no derivations are possible 
from D. This means that Ç V, so F is not dead relative to V, 
Conversely, if F  is not dead relative to V, then € f { F )  for some r? 6 
Vr, Ç V. Clearly, 
* \ u - i  • • • *  U i  ' Z  1  •  •  •  1  e  / ( * ( „  •  •  •  *  | , + ,  I . . .  ]  ]  
so 
• • • * [ > + .  f { s )  lO 
since (r)^ = S  for each 6 V and f { S )  ^ 0. 
• 
The next lemma uses this lemma to make OI n-dimensional grammars with no 
dead symbols. 
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Lemma 10 I f  L  =  f { S )  f o r  t h e  0 1  n - d i m e n s i o n a l  g r a m m a r  = (S, J,P, S)^, then 
there exists an 01 n-dimensional grammar G* = (Ê, J, P,5)* with no dead symbols 
s u c h  t h a t  f { S )  =  f { S ) .  
Proof : Assume that is a completed grammar. Construct G^ as follows: 
Ê = E U {<5} where 6 is a symbol not appearing elsewhere in the grammar, 
Ji = {((.4,0;)) \ A Ç. Ji and a Ç V„_i} that are added during the construction of P 
and V„_i is the set of path variables from %n-i that actually appear in G^, 
P is as described below 
g= ((g,0)). 
P is constructed as follows: 
1. If A —> a G P for 6 a e S, then for all a Ç V„_i 
((v4, a)) -> o G P. 
2. If i4 —> Xf e P foT A Ç. fi, i < n - 1, then for all a Ç V„_i 
{{A, a)) -y if € P. 
3. If A —> x^_i 6 P for G Jn-it then for all a Ç V„_i such that € a 
{{A, a)) zLi G P. 
4. U A -* B €: P ÎOT A 6 Ti, B E Ji+\, then for all a Ç V„_i such that B is not 
dead relative to a 
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5. If —> a[„ C ] e P for /I G J„, C e /n-i> a 6 S, then for all a Ç V„_i such 
that C is not dead relative to a 
{{A, a)) a|„ {{C,a)) |  € F. 
6. If j4 —> a[,._, C ] G P for i4 6 7n-\, C € a G E, then for all a Ç V„_i such 
that C is not dead relative to a 
((A, a}} -y a[„., {(C,a)) j 6 P. 
7. If >1 —' r ] e P for 6 fn-i, B G ?„•, then for all and ag Ç V„_i 
such that B  is not dead relative to a s ,  (r)^ is not dead relative to O A  for all 
P G V„_i such that (r)^ is defined and 
(r'), = 
\ î  p e  o l b  
((M., «/»>) 
p,a))->((5,aB))(„_. r']GP. 
8. If ^ > B\. r ] G P for i4 G 5 G Ij+i, 1 < i < " - 2, then for all ag and 
O-p Ç V„_i such that (r)^ is not dead relative to a^, B is not dead relative to 
Ob, and = og tj {| (r)^ G j} and r' such that (r')^ = (((r)^,ap)) 
(Kay.)) «B,aB))[.,, G |A 
We now show by induction on the number of derivation steps that f { S )  =  f { S ) .  
We first show that if cr G f{A), then a G f({{A,a))) for a D V„, then we show the 
converse. From this we can conclude that o G f{S) if and only if a G 0))). 
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Basis: If a 6 f{A) after 1 derivation step, then A a Ç: P and {{A, a)) a E P. If 
a € E, or <7 = xf, 1 < t < n - 2, then a 6 f{{{A, a))) for all a Ç since V,, = 0. 
If a = x^_i, then a is such that z^-i € a so a D and again a G /(((/I, a))). 
Induction Step: assume that a E f{A) after m or less derivation steps implies that 
o E /(((V4, a))) for some a Ç V„_i such that a D V^. Let a E f{A) after m + 1 
derivation steps. 
1. If .4 —»• B is used, then a  E f { B )  after m derivation steps so a E f{{{B,a))) 
for a D Vcr and B is not dead relative to a so ((/I, a}) —> ((B, a)) E P and 
a E f{{{A,a))). 
2. If —> a[„ C ] is used, then a E /(C) after m derivation steps. So a E /(((C, a))), 
for aD Va and C is not dead relative to a, so ((yl, a)) -* a(„ ((C, a)) ] E P and 
a E /((M,a))). 
3. If ^ a[„_, C ] is used, then a E a[„_, /(C) ] after m derivation steps. 
So a E a[„_, f{{{C,a))) ], for a D and C is not dead relative to a, so 
{{A, a)) a[„_, ((C,a)) ] E P and a E f{{{A,a))). 
4. If ^ —> T  ] is used, then A  E /(B) ^  /(r) so A  = /(r) where cri E 
f{B) after less than m derivation steps and a E /(((B, as))) for ae = Vo,. In 
addition B is not dead relative to «g. For all p E ag, (r)^ E 7 and x^_j in Oi 
is replaced by E /((r)J so E /({((r)^ , a^))) for ŒA = U{^|x;;_,6ac} and 
(r)^ is not dead relative to a^. So a E f{{{B, as))) ^  /(r') where r' is as the in 
the  const ruct ion and {{A,  o a ) )  -> {{A,  o:f l ) ) [„_i  r '  ]  E  P  so < t E  f {{{A,  a A ) ) ) .  
5. If i4 —> B { j  T  ] is used, then o  E f { B ) [ .  /(r) ] so cr = (Ti[^. ] where cti E f { B )  
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after less that m derivation steps and crj G /(r) after less than m derivation 
steps. Thus o\ G /(((B, ag))), «b = ^ai and B is not dead relative to ag. By 
the construction of the completed grammar, r contains no path variables. Let 
G = (<^2)p. Then Op 6 and (r)^ is not dead relative to 
so {{A ^U A )) ((5, Ob))!,, g jF where = ag U {| (r)^ 6 j} means 
that a G /(((i4, a^))). 
We now show by induction on the number of derivation steps that a G a))) 
implies o  G f { A ) .  
Basis: Suppose a G f{{{A,a))) after 1 derivation step. Then ((^4, a)) —> c G P so 
A  a  e  P  a n d  a  G  f { A ) .  
Induction Step: Assume a G f{{{A, a))) after m or less derivation steps implies that 
a G f{A). Let a G /(((/I, a))) after m + 1 steps. 
1. If ((v4, a)) -> {{B,a.)) is used, then o G f{{{B,a))) after m derivation steps so 
a  G  f { B )  a n d  A — * B € . P  s o  o Ç .  f { A ) .  
2. If {{A, a)) —» a(„ ((C, a)) ] is used, then a G /(((C, a))) after m derivation steps 
s o  c r  G  f { C )  a n d  A  — >  o [ „  C  ]  G  P  s o  a  G  f { A ) .  
3. If ((/I, a)) -> a(„_, ((C, a)) ] is used, then a G a[„_, /(((C, a))) ] after m derivation 
s t e p s  s o  c r  G  o [ „ _ ,  / ( C )  )  a n d  A  - >  a | „ _ ,  C  ]  G  P  s o  < t  G  f { A ) .  
4. If {{A,aA)) -* ((fî,aB))l„_, r' ] is used, then a G /(((B, as)))/(r') so a = 
<71^/(7-') and cTi G f[B). In addition {T')^JP) = (((r)^,a^)) for some r such 
that ^ B[„_, 7- ] G P and o-p G f{{{(r)^,aA))) so G /((r)^) and a G 
^ I) Ç /(^) as desired. 
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This proves that o G a))) implies that o G /(/I). 
Now we must show that G* contains no dead symbols. Suppose G* contains dead 
symbols, then there must be a productions which uses a dead symbol. 
1. It cannot be any of the productions of the form {{A, a)) —> cr, for cr 6 S or AT, 
1 < t < n - 1. 
2. Suppose it is one of {{A, a)) -> {{B,a)), {{A, a)) -> a[„ {{C,a)) ], ((yl.a)) 
o[„_i ((C, a)) ]. Let us consider the rule ((yl, a)) —> {{B,a)). This rule comes 
from A —* B and B is not dead relative to a, so there is some a such that 
V„ Ç a and o e f{B) so o G f{{{B,a))) which contradicts ({5, a)) a dead 
symbol. A similar argument applies to the other productions in this list. 
3. Suppose it is { { A , A A ) )  T '  ]  where {T ')^ = (({t")^ , ûp)) for all Ç 
V„_i, Qfl Ç V„_i, 1 < j < n - 2, (t)^ is not dead relative to B is not 
dead relative to UB and UA = Q!bU{"p I (^)p E j|. Then as above each of 
the nonterminals derives something so this production cannot contain the dead 
symbol. 
4. Suppose it is { { A , A A ) )  - >  ((B,aB))[„_, T '  ] where (r')^ = (((r)^,»^)) and U A  and 
Q such that (r)^ is not dead relative to a^, and B is not dead relative 
to aB for all p G og. Then as above each of the nonterminals derives something 
so this production cannot contain the dead symbol. 
• 
We would like to know if the string languages of Baldwin-Schoenberger are con­
tained in the string languages of Engelfriet-Schmidt. A simple answer to this question 
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is no, since the empty string, represented by Xj, can be generated by the Baldwin-
Schoenberger grammars but not by the Engelfriet-Schmidt grammars. This is why 
we have shown that the 3-dimensional grammars have string languages which are the 
same as the macro languages. 
An even more elusive problem is that of typing or arity. In a production of the 
type —> a, it is not clear what type the terminal a should have since the Bal-
dwin-Schoenberger languages do not restrict the frontier on which the terminal may 
appear. The symbol a may appear as an internal node or as a leaf. In addition any 
nonterminal a appearing cis an internal node may have a nondeterminate number of 
children. These two difficulties make it unclear at present how one might reconcile 
these two definitions completely. 
3.4 A Further Extension of the n-Dimensional Grammars 
The language L = | (a' 6 a')^^ | m > 1J is thought to not be the string language 
of any OI n-dimensional language. We already know from Hayashi [38] that it is not 
10 and that it is not 01 for n = 1,2,3. Any grammar for L must use the full copying 
power of at least the 4-dimensional grammars. The set of strings in L which have 
the property that each substring (a'' b a'") has a'', a'" difi'erent from that in any 
other such substring are worth considering. First note that after the initial derivation 
frontier all subsequent frontiers are essentially 10. For this reason all of these different 
substrings must be produced at this first frontier or they are copied in such a way 
that each place into which they are copied is different which again necessitates the 
generation of exactly 2^"' distinct objects. It is for this reason that we believe L 
cannot be defined by any 01 Baldwin-Schoenberger grammar. 
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If we augment the definitions of the n-dimensional grammars, frontiers, and (r)^ 
to include nonterminals which are not expanded until subsequent frontiers, we may 
easily define this language. The extended language definition is; 
Definition 29 An extended n-dimensional tree grammar of degree k, denoted G^, is 
a quadruple (S,/,P, 5)^ where 
1. e is the terminal alphabet; 
S. I = ® ranked set called the nonterminal alphabet; 
3. S Ç: 7^ is the start symbol; 
4- P — " ranked set of productions of the form F a E  P/ for F G T/ 
and a e {if) u X'"), 1 < I' < I, and 1 < I" < I - I. 
• 
The nonterminals are now of dimension I degree j and are not expanded until the 
/th frontier. In other words, F E T' is not expanded until the /-dimensional frontier 
obtaining true nondeterministic copying for the languages. This delay is incorporated 
into the frontier relation, giving the following definition. 
Definition 30 The extended frontier relation for n-dimensional grammars 
f: Ufc=i Ur=V ^h-\ as follows: 
f i F l j  ] . . .  L  ] )  =  '  
a /(<;)! "'L /(Wl F G T / ' A K n  
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/ ( ° !r i  tk I) = 
I "'1. /I'*) I 
a ( „ _ ,  / ( < n - l )  ] • • • [ * / ( < * )  1  < n  =  0  
• 
The evaluation of the substitution now requires that the paths be evaluated in 
structures containing nonterminals. Recall that the search function returns the tree in 
that is at the end of the path on the tree being searched. Now it is possible to copy 
a nonterminal from as well as a forest from //". Note, the only nonterminals which 
may be copied are those producing trees and not forests. The new search function is: 
Definition 31 //1 = a[„ <„ 
(«[,. i'"L ]). = 
<jfc ] € and pe { l , . . . , n  -  1 } '  then 
(4)/ «y 7^ 0 A jO = jp' 
a [ „  < n ]  p  =  A A a € E u X „ U  Xn+\ U  
error p ^ treeshape(t) 
n 
The original 01 and lO languages are extended n-dimensional languages with 
7i = ^ for 1 < / < n. These extended grammars are of interest mainly for the 
string languages that may be derived from them, since the first frontier, / <= (5), 
lO(OI)  
produces forests in U J) as well as forests in %). The 01 string 
language for the grammar G* = {T,, 7,P, S)^ is then and the O I  string lan­
guage is f o l ^ i S ) .  Under this new definition the n-dimensional I D  languages are still 
the frontiers of (n + l)-dimensional 01 languages. The result follows if we move the 
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nonterminals of dimension k to dimension A: + 1, then the k + 1-dimensional fron­
tier forces evaluation of the nonterminals of dimension k form the old «-dimensional 
grammars, but does no substitution until the next frontier. 
We now give the extended 01 4-dimensional grammar for the language L = 
I (a" 6 a")^" I m > l|. 
Grammar 2  G \  —  (S, J, P ,  U ) \  w h e r e  
S = {*,0 ,6};  
{ U , T , S , A } , 7 i  =  { B } ;  
P contains the following productions: 
1 . u - ^  4, n . B W  ), 
2. T *[, 5(3 *[, *[3 1 ] 1 ] ] ] ], 
S, S —> j4, 
4 .  A * [ ,  * [ 3  ]  ]  ]  ] ,  
5. A ^ *[, Al *[, *(3 1^(3 z^[, Z2 1 1 ] IL Zs 1 1 \> 
6. B *[, 6[, ] ] 
7. 5 -> *(, B[. û[, XÎ ] ] ] 
8 .  B  * [ 2  o [ ,  B { ,  )  ]  ]  
• 
The nonterminal B is not evaluated until the 2-dimensional frontier, so that each 
B will produce a different sequence of as and 6s. 
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In fact, we can modify this grammar to produce the languages (a' 6 a')^ where 
m > 1, n > 2, and the tower of twos is of depth n -2. For n = 4 use the grammar as 
given. For n = 5 add 1 to all numbers in the productions for the nonterminals U, T, 
5, and A] replace B in the U production with 
*L 4: *1= ^2(1 ®2li ] I ) ] ] 1 
and add the new start symbol C/5 £ along with the production 
^ 5  -  ^  1 1 1 1 .  
The nonterminals U, T, S, and A are now in 7^ but B and its productions remain 
as before. Given a grammar for n we get the grammar for n + 1 by adding 1 to all 
numbers in the production from replacing B in these productions with 
*L+. *1,. ®2li arzl, Zi 
and adding the new start symbol Un+i with the production 
Un+l -> *(„+, *[„ • •  •  *  (3 Un\.  5  ] ]  • •  •  
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We now know that there is an OI ra-dimensional forest language hierarchy whose 
development parallels that of the 10 n-dimensional forest hierarchy. In fact the lO 
languages of dimension n are contained in the OI languages of dimension {n + 1). 
This containment is strict for both the string languages and the forest languages. 
This OI hierarchy can be compared to the hierarchy described by Engelfriet 
and Schmidt. The Engelfriet-Schmidt tree languages are completely contained in 
the Baldwin-Schoenberger forest languages. The Engelfriet-Schmidt string languages 
are contained in the Baldwin-Schoenberger string languages, but we do not know if 
containment is strict. Further research is required to determine the answer to this 
question. Perhaps we need a machine oriented definition for both types of languages 
or an algebraic description for the Baldwin-Schoenberger languages. The. algebraic 
definition would help resolve the type conflicts found in the attempts to reconcile the 
two hierarchies of string languages. 
We do know that the 01 3-dimensional string languages are equivalent to the 01 
macro languages cis described by Fischer. This gives hope that eventually we will be 
able to determine whether or not the containment of the Engelfriet-Schmidt hierarchy 
in the Baldwin-Schoenberger hierarchy is strict. 
The generalization of the 01 hierarchy required the extension of the frontier func­
tion to a frontier relation which expands the nonterminals as they are encountered in 
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the forests. This extension shows how close the taking of frontiers is to the derivation 
of trees or forests. The generalization of substitution of trees into trees has the prop­
erty that both 01 and lO n-dimensional substitution are associative. This result is 
different from the usual substitution which is associative in the 01 case only. 
The OI hierarchy has limited nondeterministic copying power since the frontiers 
taken after the derivation frontier are essentially 10. For this reason we extended 
the grammar definition to include nonterminals of dimension ajs well as degree. A 
nonterminal of dimension k is not expanded until the Ar-dimensional frontier. This 
allows a much greater degree of nondeterminism and these new languages contain 
the old languages. Further research is needed to determine their relationship to the 
regular languages and what normal form would prove useful. 
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